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MONEY BROUGHT HERE
Big Landed Estate Turned
Into Cash.
HARP'S SIMOLEONS.
Niers el a Nopkinsville Citizen Secure Tea
Thousand Donars.
Mr. "Hal" Sharp has not been in St.
Louis on a mere pleasure trip. It was
business of an important nature se hieh
called him there.
Mr. Sharp doesn't do much talking,
and its doubtful that any casual ac-
quaintance has ever heard from his lips
that in censequenee of his visit to the
Western metropolis he hive a num-
ber of shining simoleous in his inside
pocket.
It develops that he is one of the heirs
of a big lauded estate in St. Louis, and
that he went there to convert the prc-
perty Into cash.
The first intimation of the matter was
ed to Hopkinsville people by the
g paragraph in the St. Louis
Hepatic, which tell.; the whole story:
"A party of King's Lake Club mem-
bers will make the trip to Troy, Lincoln
county, Mo., to-dsty to attend the sale of
the fish and game preserves known as
the King's Lake property. The pre-
serve which covers about 1,000 acres of
wooded ground, adjoins a large body of
water, is owned by the heirs of the late
E. J. Sharp. of Hopkinsville, Christian
county, Ky. Two of the heirs, Messrs
Henry J. Sharp and K. R. McKee,
have been in the city several days, pre-
paring for the sale. It is probable that
the property will be bought in by the
King's Lake club, which already owns
700 acres on the opposite side of the pro-
perty."
The following, in a subsequent issue:
"The big 1,200-acre hunting and fishing
preserve, known as the King's Lake
property, was bought for $10,000 at the
auction held Tuesday, by Mr. Joseph D.
Lucas He will present it to the King's
Lake Hunting and Fishing Club, which
already owns 700 acres adjoiniug the
lake, time, and well paid, not out of the State
rhe preserve, which now becomes treasury but by the banks themselvee
part of the club's estate through Mr. It is said that the better class of bank-
Lucare generosity, was the property of
the Sharp estate, The heirs, who reside
in Kentucky, refused $10,000 for the
ground several years ago, but were well
satisfied with getting that sum at the
present time.
"The King's Lake property, including
abate lake is now one of the most exten-
Ave game preserves in the country."
• Lawyers Remove.
Messrs. Ankerson & Allensworth have
moved from the Hopper block into ap-
partments over Bassett 8c Co.'s store, iii
the Sumrneri
Guthrie Deacon Robbed.'
Pleas Carter, the negro arreited at
Guthrie by Railroad Detective Coffey,
and charged with burglarizing the store
Geo. T. Randle, when arraigned for
trial admitted his guilt and wart placed
under a bond of $400, in default of which
he was sent to the jail at Elkton. Car
e-r was a deacon in the Baptist ehureh,
entered, and in the absence of the regu-
lar pastor often filled the rulpit:
Not What It's Cracked Up to Be.
A London paper says that the man
who devotee a week to advertising, and
then rails at the returns. is like the boy
who studied law two days anti then
said: "The law ain't what its cracked
up to be. I'm sorry I learned,it."
-
°dicers
Friday of last week the board of di-
rectors of the Acme Mills Company,
held a meeting and elected the following
officers: W. P. Norton„President ; R.
H. DeTreville, business manager; and
J. B. Galbreatbsecre tary and treasurer.
Cadiz Yasons.
Cadiz Ledge F. and A. M. elected the
the following officers for the ensuing
year: Just). D. Shaw, Master; G. S.
Allen, Sr. W.; Garland Jefferson, Jr.
W.; John G. Jefferson, Seey, ; R. H
Allen, Treas. ; T. A. Vinson, Sr. D ; W.
L. Hillman, Jr. D.; J. W. fiussell,
Tiler.
Sent to the Asylum.
Willie Greenwood. a young Man of
Muddy Fork neighborhood, was adjudg-
ed of unsound mind before Judge Bing-
ham on the 30th ult., and sent. to the
Western Asylum at Hopkineville. He
is a clever and industrious young man,
and his affliction is much regretted.—
Cadiz Telephone.
Death of Mfrs. Boss.
News reached the city last Saturday
of the death of Mrs. Mildred L Ross, at
Clarksville. She was prominently con-
nected in Chri tian county and had
friends in this city. She was !a sister
of T. H. Elliott, of Lafayette; Mrs. J
W. Barker, of West Fork; hirs4 E. H.
Pettus and Mrs. W. F. Buckner,lof New
Providence.
Inspector for Banes. •
Governor Bradley believes Hetee ought
to be a State bank inspector in Kentuc-
ky, an expert who shall be busy all the
era as a rule favor the same thing, and
it is known that the Governor now ii:.
tends to recommend to the extra session
of the Legislature the immediate crea-
tion of such an office, the expense of
the same to be borne by the institutions
inspected and benefited by such inspec-
tion,
No777 Is —
GOV. BRADLEY'S PLAN
It is Said He Will Appoint
Yerkes to the Senate.
A RICH MAN SUICIDES
An Eight-Year-Old Girl While Playing. Falls
and Breaks Her Neck--Other Fatalities.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Jan. 11.—It is said by
leading Republicans here that it is the
intention of Gov. Bradley not to call
the Legislature together, as he believes
that by its failure to elect a Senator
het winter and adjourning sine die
without doing SO, it has lost its right to
elect one, but that on the 5th day of
March, the day after the expiration of
Blackburn's term, he will appoint Hon.
John W. Yerkes to fill the Senatorial
vacancy.
RICH MAN SUICIDES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Jan. 11.—Mr.
George Wordsworth, a wealthy retired
merchant of this city, suicided this
morning. Mr. Wordsworth retired
from business several years ago for the
avowed purpose of enjoying the large
fortune that he had amassed,and he did
enjoy it, but a year or two ago his
health became so bad that life has since
been a burden to him. It is thought
that his mind had been so affected by
ill health that he was not really respon-
sible for his act this morning. He
leaves his family in good financial oon-
dition.
BROKE HER NECK.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Pikeville, Ky., Jan. 11.—There was a
peculiar, as well as fatal, accident in
this town to-day. Mary Baron, the
eight-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Baron, well known peoi le of this
place, was playing with several com-
panions. While running after one of
the children, Mary tripped and fell to
the ground with considerable fo.ce. Ac
she did not at once arise the chil-
dren became frightened and called Mrs
!Baron to come and see what was the
i 
matter. When the mother lifted the
child from the ground, she thought that
The Cream of the Year
For Painting.
Buy only the best paint. Cheap paint is dear at any price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best paint. Been sold  in this country 20 years. All
pure stuff. $1.50 per gallon. Guaranteed to be chemically pure. 
Round Oak Heating Stoves
Are made of selected iron, all joints ground, guiTant( ed to liced fire all night and to
last longer than any other stove made. We have ten different sizes in t•tock.
These household joys do their own talking. They care dyspepsia,reconomize:in fuel
and make life a pleasure instead of a burden. t
Full line of sporting goods, shells, fine cuttlery,
etc.
FORBES & BRO.
There Are Some Points
That Are Felt,
For Instance. Our Low Prices
—ON--
Building Material, Hardware, Paints, Oils and
Glass.
3113.111LGGIr (Sr, EUME-7LEILECID
ITS PF/CT
That low prices are created and maintained in
our store, others may make them for a day or so.
We hold them down all the time with a firm
hand while you take the benefit.
All Our Bargains
Are Genuine.
We do not sell imitations. We tell of the bar-
gains all the time and back up the telling with
the bargains. Match our 85.00 suit, 68.50 over-
coat or anything else that we sell if you can.
Mammoth ClothIng & Shoe Cos
she had only been stunned by the fall, ELOPEMENT
but she soon saw from the way the head
fell about that the neck was broken. The
neck was broken at the joint le here it
connected with the body.
DIDN'T KNOW IT WAS LOADED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Pineville, Ky., Jan. 11 —Another life
has been sacrificed by carelessness in
handling guns that are not supposed to
be loaded. This morning Moses Hilton,
a well-to-do andpopular farmer residing
near this place.got down a gun that had
not been used for a long time,
and concluded that he would clean it up
ready for use. He remarked when he
begun work that the gun wa.s not load-
ed, but the words had hardly passed
from his lips when a report was heard,
and when the smoke cleared away Mr.
Hilton saw that his eighteen-year•old
daughter, who had been standing by his
side a few seconds before, was lying
tiut on her back upon the floor. The
father threw the gun down and ran to
pick up his daughter, hoping that
she had been only frighted or
shocked by t e sudden discharge
of the weapon, but when he stooped
over her, he saw at a glance that she
was dead. An exaelination showed
that the entire load of shot had passed
through the girl's heart, tearing a horri-
ble hole in her body. The father is al-
most crazed by grief.
BURNED TO DEATH.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Lewisburg, Ky., Jan. 11.—One of the
saddest accidents that ever occurred in
this county took place here ehis morn-
ing. The handsome young wife of Joe
Price, who is a very popular citizen of
Lewisburg, was burned to death. She
was alone in the house at the time the
accident occurred, but from the sur-
rounding circumstances it seems that in
cleaning up her room, while brushing
off the mantel-piece, her dress caught
fire from the open grate. The fright-
ened woman screamed for help, but be-
fore any of the neighbors could arrive
to render assistance she was burned to
death. She had evidently inhaled th •
the flames, as she sunk down dead in
front of the firelelace. The sad affair
has cast a gloom over the entire commu-
nity. Mr. and Mrs. Price had been mar-
ried only a short while.
A FINE t ITIZEN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Lonisvil lee Ky. , Janel 1. —The suicide
Settirday night:of Francis J. Murray, a
former theological student, has brought
to light a remarkable story of a dual
life. Although supported by a church
whose officers looked upon him as a
godly man, he secretly lived the life of
a libertine. A stinging conscience, it is
though, had much to do with his sui-
cide.
A JAIL DELIVERY.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Huntington, W. Va., Jan. 11—Eleven
desperate criminals confined in the jail
at this place made their escape this
morning, and are still at large. A num-
ber of posses are now diligently search-
ing for the men. It will be a very haz-
ardous undertaking to capture some of
them, as they will'make a desperate
fight.
ABOUT THE NEW MILL.
Interesting Interview With
the Business Manager.
SAFE AND PROFITABLE.
The Success of the Enterprise is Not to Be
Doubted.
"The plant will be erected in the early
part of spring," said Mr. R. H. DeTre-
ville this morning to a NEW ERA repre-
sentative. -It will be put in operation
as soon as practicable. It will be an
establishment of which the people of
Hopkinsville and Christian county will
be proud."
Mr. DeTreville was talking about the
new mill, a subject which has been fore-
most in commercial circles several days;
for it is decidedly the most important
enterprise secured by this community in
many years. The building and contin-
ued working of this plant means much
to a town, and is a lasting benefit to its
citizens It would be superflons to enter
into a detailed description of the good
results the mill must cause. Even cau-
soal observation marks that very many
laborers will get work while the struc-
ture is being put up; that much money
must necessarily be turned loose in
the commuuity to pass through the com-
mon channels of trade not only while
the mill is being built, but for all the
time:
"We are now in correspondence with
parties in reference to plans and specifi-
cations," continued Mr. DeTreville.
"The machinery we shall use will be of
the most modern makes, and our facili-
ties will be as nearly perfect as can be
secured."
The projectors of the enterprise are
men of splendid business and social
standing in the community. They are
not a company of speculators. They are
men w-ho think before they act, and
whose judgement may be relied on. The
Board of Directors are: R. H. DeTre-
ville, C. H. Deitch, W. P. Norton, T.
L. Graham and J. B. Galbreath. The
officers are: W. P. Norton, President;
R. H. DeTreville, business manager and
J. B. Galbreath, as crAary and treasurer.
Mr. R. H. DeTreville, on whom the
burden of the work of launching the en-
terprise falls, is pre-eminently fitted for
the responsible position. There is no
one who is more intimately acquainted
with the milling business, his
peceliar adaptability for which being
evidenced by his long connection
with the Crescent Milling Company. He
is a tireless worker. The other officers
are men who have made pronounced
successes during their business careers,
and who hold the confidence of all
Christian couetians.
This mill is bound to be a money-ma.
i ker. It opens a fine avenue for invest-
ment, and any one having idle money
AT HOME.
How a Popular Couple "Ran
Away" and Married.
MATRIMONIAL NOTES.
Tom Ellis to Become a Benedict-Several
Cards Received.
Mr John Ballard and Miss Marcy
Carney wire made husband and wife
Thursday evening of last week.
The marriage, which was unlooked
for although the mutual fondness of
the couple was well known to their asso-
ciates, was of the nature of an elope
meta at home. The:family of neither
knew any thing about the union until
after the ceremony was performed.
By agreement Miss Carney met Mr
Bullard about six o'clock Thursday af-
terneou. The young man had in kis
pocket license to marry which had
been privately issued by Deputy ( lerk
Frank Prowse. Armed with this paper
and accompan'ed by the girl he loved,
Mr. Bullard visited the study of Dr. W.
L. Nourse at the Ninth Street Presby-
terian church. Here, gracefully but
(pie ly, the minister tied the nuptial
knot.
Mr and Mrs. Bullard proceeded to the
Louisville and Nashville station. From
that place the bride sent word to her
mother of the marriage.
The couple left Hopkinsville on the
6:49 train for a short Southern tour, af-
ter e hile they will return to Hopkins-
ville, which will be their home.
The bride is a beautiful and highly
accomplished young woman. She is
gem rally conceded to be the prettiest
girl in Nei city. Her loveliness is not
confi:red to face and figure, for she owns
many charms of mind and heart. She
was a reigning belle in Nashville soci-
ety before the removal of her parents to
this city. She is a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. EIward M. Carney,
Mr. Bullard deserves great happiness.
He is one of the meet exemplary young
men of which Hopkinsville can boast,
and has tl.e confidence and esteem of
community. His business career has
has been one of steady progress. He
has charge of the books and businees
office of the Hopkinsville Tobacco Com-
pany, a lucrative and responsible posi-
tion.
A host of friends join the New Era
in extending congratulations and good
wishes and in desiring happiness and
prosperity for Mr. and Mrs Bullard.
+ + 
nCnrds of invitation have been receiv-
ed by Hopkineville friends to the mar-
riage at Jonesboro, Ark., of Mr. Thomas
J. formerly of this city, to Miss
Effie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Nash. The ceremony will occur in the
Methodist church at one o'clock p. m.
Jan. 12.
t +
Mr. John B. Knight and Miss Annie
B. Parker, a popular North Christian
couple, were joined last week in the
holy bonds of wedlock. The ceremony
took place at the home of the bride at
Macedonia. Squire John W. Collins
sclemnized the contract.
t t t
Mrs. D. M. Flournoy, of Paducah, an-
nounces the marriage of her daughter,
Caroline Augusta, the handsome young
lady who visited Miss Jennie Winfree
recently, to Dr. Everett Edward Ellis,
on Wednesday evening, January 20, at
9 o'clock. The ceremony will be per-
formed by the Rev. W. E. Cave. No
cards will be issued, but a small num-
ber of intimate friends and the family
ane connections will be asked to the
wedding and an informal reception will
be held frcru 9 to 11. The bridal couple
will leave on the midnight train for a
several weeks trip to New Orleans,
Pasts Christian and Bay St. Louis, after
which they will reside in Dyersburg,
Teuu., which is the home of the groom.
+ + +
A wedding which attracted a curious
and large crowd of spectators, took
place last Friday in the office of Coun-
ty Court Clerk Prowse. The groom
was Mr. John W. Long and the bnde
Mists Mary Ann Riddle, both of the
Kelly neighborhood. Judge John B.
Breathitt officiated in his usual skillful
manner. Mr. Long appears to be about
sixty •nee old, and his wife is probably
fifty.
+ + +
ScoaitY.—At Franklin, Tenn., yester-
day, the Magistrates' court held an
election of County School Superintend-
ent which resulted in the election of
Prof. James E. Seobey, who defeated
Miss Lola Hulme, of Leiper's Fork, the
present incumbent, and G. H. Page, of
College Grove. Prof. Seobey was for-
merly President of South Kentucky
College and is the hither of Mrs. Frank
Dabney. His friends here are gratified
at his success.
+t +
LEIGH—Walter E. Leigh, who
studied law- with Ben T. Perkins, of
Eikton, and left Elkton some ten years
ago to go to Spokane, Washington, to
seek his fortune. On account of his
wife having bad health in that country
has about decided to locate in Hopkins-
vii e. Tbere is no clever man than
Walter. He will be quite an acquisi-
tion to the bar at Hopkinsville.—Fair-
view Review.
+ 5 +
WILLIAMS.—Dr S. H. Williams, a
clever young physician of Crofton, left
to day for Nashville, Tennessee. He
will take a post graduate course in the
medical department of Vanderbilt Uni-
vers ity.
C ++
Roneas.—Mr. James F. Rogers, who
has been mixed up in the Republican
journalism of this section several years,
has gone back to his first love in the
newspaper line. He has purchased an
interest in the Banner, published in
this city, and his name appears at the
mast-head as associate editor.
+ +
SPENCER.—Rev. L. 0. Spencer, of
Princeton, who is well-known here, has
formally accepted a call tendered him
by the Second Presbyterian church at
Henderson. His pitkorate will begin
about the middle of this month. Mr.
Spencer la man of marked ability.
could not possibly discover a safer or The people of Henderson are to be con-
more profitable place for it. gratulated on having him as a citizen.
I Mr. DeTreville's office is located over t t +
Richard & Co., on Main and Eigth TERRV.—Mr. J. C. Terry has sold his For Infants and Children.
streets. Thome who contemplate sub- residence to Mr. John D. Morrow. Mr.
scribing for stock, or desire any infor- Terry will move his family to Hopkins- We;
I matiou relative to the new plant should ville to-day, where they will make their i METAcall on him. / home in the future. Mr. Terry has I .r-e--
.1a...111•4
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been a resident of Adairville for the
past sixteen years, and has made many
friends here vs ho regret very much te
give him up. He has ever been ready!
with a helping hand for every good
cause that was calculated to build up
Adairville. As st merchant he has all
the time been in the front rank, and has
accommodated many a man who could
not have gotten the accommodation else-
where. Mr. Terry and family will be
greatly missed in business, church and
social circles, and Adairville's lose will
be Hopkinsville'e gain. Here's hoping
they may never regret the move —
Adairville Department of Russellville
Ledger.
+ t +
Ws:women —Iu mentioning the MOSS-
Rust nuptials the Clinton Democrat
says : "Miss Rust was a teacher at
Clinton College up to Chrintreas and
won the hearts of all her pupils and
many belittles. She has an acqnuin-
tance•hip in Clinton which insures her
a cordial reception as a "matrou" of our
community. There are few people on
earth to whom the Democrat would ex-
tend a mere heartywelcome to Clinton.
eThe groom is one of our leading at-
torneys and has hosts of friends here
who vv-ill give him and his few bride a
warm welcome when they arrive today. '
+ + t
PEAY.—"Sambo" writing to the
Clarksville Chronicle says: '•I regret
that Austin Pray, Esq , fir reason of
his ow-u, declined to offer for re-elec-
tion. He was a faithful inspector, and
being a gentleman of such high honor,
the members of the Tobacco Board of
Trade reluctantly sever connection with
him."
+5+
BYAR8.—Inspector Frank Byars was
re-elected tobacco inspector on the Hop-
kineville market this week, receiving
every vote. Capt. Byars is of Todd
county extraction and an efficient and
popular inspector.—Elkton Progress.
HAVE HIT ON A HAPPY PLAN.
Republican Committee Decide How
Candidates Sh•Ilbe Selected,
The Executive Committee of the Re-
publican party of Christian county met
Satureay and decided upon the manner
of selecting candidates for county of-
fices.
On Febnary 20th primary elections
will be held in each precinct in the coun-
ty. Polls will open at 8 o'clock tine
close? at 4. Three delegates will be vot-
ed for and these delegates will be given
instructons for whom to cast the vote
of the precinct at the county conven-
tion which will be held on Feb. 22. Each
precinct will be allowed to cast in the
convention as many votes as it gave to
Republican candidates in the recent
Presidential election.
At the county convention the candi-
dates for the several offices will be
named.
"IT IS PRACTICALLY ALL RIGHT."
So Says Inspector Lester About the
Western Asylum.
Judge Charles W. Lester, who has
teen in the city several days invesegat
ing the books and accounts and other
mate re connected with the Western
KentucLy Asylum for the Insane, has
returned to Frankfort. He had been
ruakieg his annual tonr of the eleemos
ynary institutious conducted by the
State.
At Frankfort, Judge Lester was ques-
tioned by reporters regarding the contr.
tion of the several aeylume and schools
He stated that everything is "practically
all right."
SECRET COIF-AB HELD.
Populist-Republican Ticket
For This District.
IT IS GOING TO WORK.
Judge len Breathitt and Others Have a Slgai-
!leant Conference.
There was a significant conference at
the Palmer House Saturday, from which
it appears that the Populists and Repub-
licans of the Third judicial district, em-
bracing Calloway, Trigg, Lyon and
Chtistieu counties( have combined in an
effort to capture the offiees of Circuit
Judge eud Commonwealth's Attorney,
says the Paducah Register. In the con-
ference were Judge James Breathitt,
the present Republican judge, and But-
ler Keys, a brother of Ben ('. Keys, who
wants to be Commonwealth's Attorney.
There were also John Keys, another
brother, D. L. Reddin, a prominent Re-
publican, who isBreathites MasterCom-
missioner and wants to beBostraaster
Murray, and another henchman of
Keys. The party held a loeg secret ses-
sion, and while no information would
be given out, it is reasonable to suppose
that a nice little scheme was:hatched out
whereby Breathitt and Keys will run on
the same ticket.
This scheme has been talked of for
some time, and it was tried last fall to
fix up the job in time to benefit Ben
Keys in his congressional race. There
was a stumbling block in the way, how-
ever, in the person of young Mr. Thom-
as, of Trigg, who had some congression-
al aspirations himself, and declined to
step aside in favor of these brilliant
plotters. Many good silver men were
hoodwinked into believing that the
charge that Keys was plotting with the
Republicans was a mere invention, but
the developments in the present case
will serve to open their eyes and show
them all the political trickery of the
patron saint of Populism in the First
congressional district. It will also
serve to prove that Ben Keys worked
for a Republican candidate for Judy
two years ago.
It will be seen how the combine will
work to the advantage of Breathitt, who
hopes to draw off enough Populists and
Democrats in Calloway, along with the
heavy Republic-an majority in Christian
to land himself again on the bench.
Butler Keys was formerly county judge
of Calloway, elected as a Democrat.
His ambition to become Common-
wealth's Attorney developed along with
the scheme to help his brother Ben into
Congress which didn't work and now
he is out as a full-fledged Populist-Re-
publican candidate. The job was fixed
In the secret conference here Saturday,
and the good Democrats of the Third
district should be on their guard.
•
CASTOR IA
HAD LOTS OF NERVE.
Laughlin. to the Surprise of
Everyone, Died Came.
WHOLESALE KILLING.
A Family Over at Mu ray. Ky. Poisoned Last
Night by Eating Canned Peaches.
A NUMBER OF OTHER FATALITIES.
[SPECIAL 10 NEW ERA]
Brooksville, Ky., Jan. 9.—Laughlin,
the man e-ho murdered his wife and
niece here several months ago, was
hung this morning at 9:37 o'clock, and
in exactly seven minutes after the trap
was sprung he was pronounced dead by
the physicians whO were standing by
with their fingers On the pulse of the
man while his life. was going out. There
was not a single bitch in the proceed-
ings, and the man's neck was broken by
the drop.
Contrary to all txpectations Laughlin
was very game and died very "brave-
ly," in fact, the grit that he showed was
something remarkable, and took every-
body by surprise as it was not thought
tobe in him, as he had beee a coward
all his life. He, however, said he Was
not afraid to die, because he knew that
his sins had been forgiven and that he
would enter into a better world as soon
as he left this one.
There were only fifty people in the
enclosure to witness the execution—as
the law prescribes, but the hanging was
nevertheless witnessed by more than
three thousand people from various
parts of the county. The people climbed
upon and sat on top et the enclosure
and in trees and on the tops of a num-
ber of neighboring houses and in
that way they were enabled to see the
execution as plena,- as they could if
they had been inside the inclomire.
There was no disorder execpt several
shouts of approval by the crowd outside
the jail yard.
WHOLESALE KILLING.
(SPECIAL TO NEW see)
Jonesville, 7,18., Jan, 9.—Herman
Stirman, a weleknown and popular
citizen of this place, committed a series
of murders this morning that shocked
the entire community. Becoming an-
gry Stirman killed his wife, and as he
started to leave the room he met his old-
est s and before the boy was aware of
any anger the father had placed a pis-
tol against him and fired a ball into his
heart, killing him '.nstantly. After
killing the boy the Semen ran out into
the yard and piecing the pistol to hi
right temple blew out his brains. This
the first time anything of this sort
has ever happened in this quiet little
town, so the excitement over the matter
was great.
The general epinion of the commun-
ity is that the man was insane, the sur-
viving members of his family say that
they are satisfied of that fact.
FAMILY POISONED,
[seeciee, TO NEW ERA]
Murray, Ky., Jan. 9.—There was a
fatal and peculiar case of poisoning here
last night. The family of Wm. Brooks,
well-known by everybody in town, ate
grinned peaches for supper hue night,
and some hours afterwards the whole
family became suddenly ill. They were
suffering from terrible cramps in the
stomach. A physician was hastily
summoned, but he was unable to afford
them any relief, although he applied
remedies usually made use of in cases
of poison. About daybreak the two
children died, after having suffered in-
tense agony for several hours. The
father is still alive, but is in a very pre-
carious condition and will hardly San
vire the day.
The physican examined the premises
and no poison of any sort was found, FO
none could have been taken by acci-
dent. It is certgin that the trouble was
caused by the peaches. The fault may
be in the eans or poison might in some
way have gotten in when they were put
up.
KILLED BY A WILDCAT.
[spfcCIAL TO NEW ERA]
Pennington Gap, Va., Jan. 9 —"Boss"
Streeter, a fourteen-year-old boy resid-
ing here, met his death in a very peen
liar way this morning. He went some
distance into time woods up the moun-
rain-gide for the purpose of getting some
timber, and as he did not return when he
was expected to do so, his father went in
search of him. Before the father
reached the spot to where he had direc-
ted the boy to go he suddenly came
upon the lifeless form of his child lying
in the narrow pathway and standing
over the corpse seas a tremendous wild
cat. The father was fortunately armed
and as the fierce animal started toward
hint he drew a pistol from his pocket
and began to fire at it. The second shot
fired brought the animal to the ground
—the ball having entered his heart. The
father then hastened to where his son
was lying, in hopes that he might still
be alive, but it took only one glance to
assure him that he was not. The
ground around where the dead body
was;liyng showed that the boy had had
a fearful strngle with the animal before
he was finally overcome. The cat was
one of the largest ever seen in this part
of the country, where they are very
plentiful.
• MAY BE SETTLED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Morganfield, Ky., Jan 9.—It is stated
here on the streets to-day that the pros-
pects are good for a satisfactory settle-
ment of the railroad debt of Casey-vile
and Lindel precincts in this, Union,
county, that caused the people so much
trouble for so many years. The owner
of the bonds has madea number of,prop-
oeitions in an attempt to settle, but
none of them have ever been acceptable
to the people. -Recently, however, he
made a proposition that the people
think very favorably of and it is belt
ed by many prominent people that the
terms could not possibly be made any
more reasonable and that the people
will accept them,
PRO2dINENir MAN SUICIDES.
[ammo.' TO NEW ERA]
Covington, KY, Jan. 9 —One of the
most prominent and highly-respected
men in this city, committed suicide
sometime daring last night. The sui-
cide was Mr. Tailor Brent, a book-keep-
er in the German National Bank, of this
city. He was * brother of the Brent
boys in Louisville, and a son of Judge
Sprigg Brent, the well-known law-
yer. The family is one of the beet•
known in the State. Mr. Brent ended
his life by crate* his throat from ear to
ear with a razor, As he had no troubles
that anybody ever heard of, his family
do not know tewhat cause to attribute
his death, except to dementia.
A FINE TRIO.
SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Brooksville, Ky , Jan. 11 —Robert
Laughlin, the dpuble murderer who was
hanged here at about 9 :30 o'clock thie
morning, was the recipient yesterday of
letters from ScOtt Jackson and Alonzo
Walling, the mirderers of Pearl Bryan
Jackson piously', hoped that his fellow-
murderer would be kept "a strong sol-
dier in Cerist :Jesus," while Walling
addressed the murderer of wife and
niece as "one of those messengers of
God whose characteristics are to help
their fellow-beilige.''
A COSTLY FIRE.
[SPECLiLL TO NEW IRA]
Danville, Va. i Jan. 9,—The big to:
baeco factory of The American Tobacco
Company at thia place caught fire this
morning and beifore the fact was die-
covered the flames had made such head-
way that they repaid not be extinguish-
ed. The company estimates its loss at
$150,000. The factory was one of the
largest in the 'country. It will be re-
built at once, ot at least, as soon as the
weather will permit.
THAT EIXTRA SESSION,
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville. Xy., Jan. 8.—A prominent
Repubican Seenitor, who is a close
friend of Gov. i3radley, said this morn-
ing that he is positive that the Governor
will call that neuchealked-of extra ses-
sion of the Legislature not later than
than the middle of March—and possibly
a few days sooner. The gentleman also
said that he would be willing to bet his
money that John W. Yerkes would be
elected to succeed Blackburn in the
United States Senate.
A special dispatch from Frankfort at
noon to-day, however, says that the ex-
tra session, if held, will not be called
upon to elect' a Senator to succeed
Blackburn, betcause Gov. Bradley will
on March 5th appoint Mr. St. John
Boyle, of Louilerille, to fill the vacancy
caused by the expiration ef Blackburn's
term on March 4th.
Everybody has a cold sometime—your
turn will come. Keep a bottle of Dr.
Bell's Pine-Tale-Honey at hand and be
prepared for an emergency. This fa-
mous remedy 'Will cure a cold before it
gets fairly stained or after it has settled.
The sooner yoli take it, the sooner you
get well.
Sold by R. C. Hardvvick.
BABY BADLY BURNED.
Fourteen Months Old Child
Falls Into a Fire.
NEWSY LOCAL NOTES.
Short Accounts of Doings in Hopkinsville
and Viciaity.
The fourteen months old child, a boy,
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilkins, who
lives on Durrett avenue, met with a
fearful accident this morning.
While MrseWilkins was attending to
her household duties her three smalli
children were :playing in the family
room. The yOungest child fell into an
open grate in twhich there was a big fire.
The scream!' of the frightened chil-
dren caused the mother to hasten to the
room. The Unfortunate Lady was en-
veloped in flames.
With rare Presence of mind Mrs. Wil-
kins picked *p the little fellow and
threw him on the bed and wrapped the
bed clothes around him. This prompt
action may have saved the baby's life.
The flames were extinguished but the
child is so badly burned that it may not
recover. ,
MOTHER D DAUGHTER DEAD.Ili 
_._
1
Two ProminAnt Lafayette Ladies _Vie-
tinks of Pneumonia
j —
Two of th ' most highly respected la-
dies of the 
Ll 
fayette neighborhood,Mrs.
John Caruthers and her daughter, Miss
Della Carothers, have died within the
past few day*, and both succumbed to
pneumonia.
Mrs. John Caruthers died on the 2nd
inst., aged 71. She was a mother of R.
J. Carutherst a well known planter and
tobacco man of the Lafayette neighbor-
hood.-
Miss Della, the daughter, died on the
7th. Her remains were interred in the
family burying ground by the side of
those of her !mother yesterday.
These ladies were members of a fami-
ly of high sohial standing in Southern
Kentucky, and left many friends and
relatives to Mourn their death.—Clarks-
ville Chroni*le.
.   1 
---
Robberies at Pembroke.
The residence of Mr. John Seargent,
of Pembroke, was entered by burglars
Sunday night while the members of the
family were at church. Many articles
of value were stolen. The exact amount
of the loss is not known.
Some nighta before that Ledford's saloon
was broken into and the cash drawer
relieved of its contents. A number of
of other burglaries have taken place in
that neighbood recently, and people are
getting afraid to leave their homes.
Dr. Belle Pine-Tar-Honey cures all
coughs and colds quickly.
sold by R. C. Hardwick.
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PENNYRILE POLITICS.
Committee Meetings of Both
Parties Called.
MR. HENDRICK'S PLAN.
Crumbasgh Will Play an Importast Part—.
0,her Pointers.
WILL SURELY 'metre HERE.
Mr. Cicero Sutton, editor of the Ow-
ensboro Press, who is intimately ac-
quainted with Mr. Hendrick er tee:
"A dispatch from Washington says that
Congressman ;John K Hendrick pill
locate in Owensboro as FOOD as his term
expires. He will go to Hopkinsville ac-
cording to his present plans. He has
scarcely thought of (cluing to Owens-
boro."
IN I ERESTINO GOSSIP.
In regard to the race for the Owens-
boro plum there is some interesting gos-
sip afloat. Majw S. It. Crumbaugh,
Hon. E. T. Franks, Mr. M. Barnett
and CoL Butler are considered to be ap-
plicants for the place. The latest story,
according to the Louisville Commexcial,
is that Dr. Hunter will support Franks
for the place, but as Col. Butler is the
Doctor's most intimate lieutenant. some
sort of deal must have been made be-
tween Butler and Franks, as circum-
stances are such that Hunter's eupport
would undoubtedly go to Butler, if
some understanding between Franks
and Butler did not exist.
But Major Crumbaugh promises to
play an important part in the race for
the Owensboro Collectorship. During
the Harrison Administration Crum•
baugh was an applicant for this place.
George W. Jolly had just made the race
for Congress in the Second district at
that time, and his indorsement meant
something to an applicant for the eel-
lectorehip. It is said by reliable men
that Major McKinley went to Mr. Jolly
and made a personal request teat he in-
dorse Mr. Crumbaugh. It is noes- con-
tended by the friends of Major Crum-
bangh that if Major McKinley was FO
interested in Crumbangtes, application
in that contest he still has a pull with
the Canton man, and will see that Ma-
jor McKinley does not forget him in hie
present race. These stories serve to
complicate the contest for the Owens-
boro Collectorship and increase the in-
terest in the contest.
PRALSE FOR LIGE.
Col. Lige Sebree, of Henderson. is
mentioned as applicant for Collector
and also as desiring to be District Attor-
ney, under McKinley. We do not know
which he will get, but he would fill
either office with as much credit as any
Republican we know of.—Morgaufield
Sun.
CALI. FOR CON VENTIO
Chairman Jo A. Parker. of the Popu-
list State Central Committee, has issued
a call for a State convention to be held
in Louisville At.ril 7, to nominates can-
didate for Clerk :of the Court of Ap-
peals.
HARD aLas TO HEAT.
During the judicial convention at
Hopkinsville :,last summer the editor
made the -acquaintance of Mr. W. R.
Howell, of Hopkinsville, who seconded
the nomination of Judge Bishop in one
of the beet speeches of the convention.
We see from the papers that Mr.
Howell is now a candidate for Com-
monwealths Attorney in his district,
and we assured he will be a hard men
to beat. He is a red-hot free silver
Democrat and deserves the votes of the
Democrats of the district. — Clinton
Democrat.
KNOW , ABOUT Ti-.
Jesse L. Edmunson, formerly of the
Hopkinsville Banner, is telling Califor-
nia people about Kentuek-y politics in
his paper, the East Oakland Mail.—
LouievilleTimee. In the last issue of the
Mail, Jesse modestly states that he
knows more about Kentucky politics in
general and the Bradley-Hunter feud
in particular than any body living out-
side of this State.
Notice:
Since the dissolution of the firm of
Garnett & Moore the Hartford Fire
Insurance Co. has come into my office
and I am now the agent. The Old
Hartford is known to all and needs no
word of recommendation from me;
however I wish so say that it made a
handsome increase in 1S96 and has as-
sets amounting to over ten million dol-
lars.
Policy holders in the Hartford deter-
jug any changes, permits or endorse-
ments can have same attended to by ap-
plying to me, and the renewal of Hart-
ford policies as well as any other busi-
ness you may have to place is reveal-
fully solicited. Office over Thompson
& Meador's. Beeper tfully,
d1twlt JACK S. MOORE.
Elkton a Dry Town.
Elkton is now a prohibition city, the
tbe new law having gore Mto effect at
one minute past 12 o'clock Wednesday
night. The 1st of October J. T. Page's
license expired, leaving A. D. Page &
Co. the only saloon in town. The pro-
hibition law was voted last summer by
a large majority. There is considerable
talk amorg liquor men of contesting the
new law at the next term of Circuit
Court, which will convene in March.
—•••
A NEW FIRM BEGINS BUSINESS.
F. B. Hemphill & Co. Formerly of Nash.
Tulle, Locate in Hupkisieville.
One of the signs a renewal of p o per.
ity and regaining of confidence is the
establishing in this city of a new enter-
prise.
The firm of F. B. Hemphill & CO
brokers, is now ready f r business anti
solicits the patronage of the people of
this community. Hay ing the city Of
Hopkinsville, Christian and coat guoas
counties as a field for operation, the firm
has strong assaranoes of a sic e dal
career.
The business is a thoroughly legiti-
mate one and should not be confounded
with -bucket shops" or enterteisee of
that character. It will de a strictly
commission bueinete.
Their place of leasureas is the large
and commodious room in the Wilgus
building on Ninth strec t, between Main
and Virginia, formerly occupied by
Yost* Co. Daily correct ye one of all
ataxia will be received by the firms pri-
vate wire and will be posted.
Mr. Hemphill mill have tereonal
charge of the business. his long and
honorable connection with the well-
known firm of Mellae & C41 • es a splen-
I did test:moniul in his beta If. has will
'remove his family to H”pitusri.ie and
will board at Hotel Latham
eeeeeeseneettelemereesellereseelleel.
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THE NEW ERA.
-PCD1.1*IIED
NwErarrinting & Publish'g Co
MINTER WOOD, Preselent.
OFFICE:-New Era Building, Seventh
St r, near Main, Hopkiusville, Ky.
111.00 A YEAR.
Iteceived at the postotffee I a Hopkinsville
as secoud-elass mail matter.
• Friday. January 15, 1897.
- ADVERTISING RATES:-
4)11e inch. first Moscato& ....  I lin
one inch. one month. 
One loch, three months  6 in
Ores inch. six months    tits.
thie inch, one year . 15 Oo
Additional rates may be had by applica-
tion at the office.
Transient advertising must be paid for in
at entice.,
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
collected quarterly.
Ail advertisements inserted without spec-
ified titan will be charged for until ordered
out.
Announcements of Marriages and Deaths,
not exceeding five linen, and notices of
pr,iitching published gratis.
cmituary Notices. Resolutions of Respect.
and ottwr similar notices, dye cents per line.
- CLUBBING RATES:-
The WEggLY New Eat and the following
paper one year;
Weekly CIncincinnati Enquirer.  $1 2A
eek if Si. Ltillis Republic ... 1 7(i
/4...n1-Weekly Globe-Democrat.  175
Weekly Nashville Sun.  175
Home and Farm  1 25
COURT DIRECTORY.
Cistern COURT-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
(uairrkilLv COURT-Second Mondays
in January, April, July and October.
FISEA.L COURT-First Tuesday in April
and October.
CONTI' COURT-First Monday in every
month.
CUBA'S HEAVY BURDEN.
Few people have any idea of the tre-
mendoi s burdens that the people of
Cuba have to bear. In the first place
they have practically no voice in the
government, although sham elections
are held at which it is pretended that
those who have the right to vote do so.
To qualify as a voter in Cuba it is neces
sszy that one has raid a direct tax of at
least $5 per year, or belongs to one of
the professions. Failing in this it is im
possible to vote. Yet even if the citi-
zen is qualified, it is by no means cer-
tain that he will be allowed to emit his
ballot. In every instance the majority
on the Election Board is composed of
Spaniard/1, and those opposed to the rule
of Spain are frequently disfranchised
on trivial pretexts, which have for their
real cause the political convictions of
the would-be voter.
And even after elections have been
held, they can be annulled at the will
of the Government, if the result does
not satisfy the representatives of Spain.
The result of this condition of affairs
is best illustrated by the fact that near-
ly all of the elective offices on the island
are and have been for some time past
filled by Spaniards. -No Cubans need
apply" might as well have been placard-
ed on the walls and printed in the news
papers, for that idea ha s been carried
out to the uttermost.
It is charged, and never denied that
of all the appointive offices on the island
not.one has been filled by a Cuban.
These snug berths are held for the
benefit of Spaniards, each of whom pays
his percentage to the man who secured
for him the nomination, making up the
sum by robbing the Government and
the people. The organization bears all
the ear marks of an American political
machine, except that the bosses reside
abroad and have no recognized band.
Indeed, the entire party, which, for the
time being, is in power in Spain, exer-
cises this power to "bleed" poor Cuba.
The result of this system is a condi-
tion of corruption, which explains why
Boss Tweed fled to Spain when the law
laid its hands upon the New York ring
in 1873.
Cuba has in round figures a popula-
tion of 1,600,000 people, about one-third
that of the State of Ohio. In order to
show the burdens laid upon these peo-
ple, we will quote some of the salaries
paid to the representatives of the Goy-
eminent of Madrid. The Governor
General is paid a salary of 850,000 a
year, in addition to a palace, a country-
house and a summer resort, servants,
coaches and horses. He also controls a
large secre, service fund. All in all his
his salary aggregates $100,000 a year,
and all this is aside from "perquisites"
not recognized by law.
Other salaries are about as follows :
Director General of the Treasury, $1e,-
500 ; Archbishop of Santiago and Bishop
of Havana, $1S,000 each; the Comman-
der General of the "Apostadero" (Na-
val Station), $16,302; the General Se-
ge-ado Cabo I second in command of the
island), and the President of the "An.
dericia," (council of administration or
Cabinet of the Governor General), $15,-
000 each; the Governor of Havana and
the Secretary of the General Govern-
ment, $8,000 each; the Postmaster Gen-
eral, 45,000; the Collector of the Havana
Custom-house, $4,000 ; Manager of Lot-
teries, $4,000; the Chief Clerks of the
Administration of the first-class receive
$3,000; those of the second-class, $4,000;
and thaw of the third-clans, $3,000 each.
The Major General of the army, gets
$7.500 ; Brigadier Generals, $4,500, and
when in command of a -column,"
$3000; Colonels, $3,430, and an increase
when at the head of a regiment; Cap-
tains of large battle ships, $6,300; Cap-
tains of frigates, $4.t00; Liententenante
of battle-ships, $3,370.
In ad.lition to these salaries, all of
these officials are entitled to free lodg-
ing and domestic servants. And they
are not rebuked severely for extortion
which by reason of their power they
practice upon the islanders. And every
one of these offices, as stated above, is
filled by a Spaniard. It is surprising
that Spain is struggling desperately to
avoid lomng this haven for decayed no-
bility!
We have probably the mostexpensive
Government on earth, and the people
themselves are to blame for it. because
they could very easily put a stop to the
extravagance shown by Congress on the
matter of appropriations by simply de-
manding a h tit and refusing to re-elect
any man to Congress who does not do
all in his power to reduce the expenses
of the Government. The Secretary of
the Treasury in his report for the fiscal
sear ending June 30th, 1896, shows that
toe total receipts of the Government
were $409,475,408, while the total ex-
penditures were #43-1,67H,65-1. That it
will be seen that last year each voter
paid' 540 for the sepport of the general
government, besides state and county
levies-that is, that was the average.
We are entirely too extravagant in our
government affairs. We ought not only
get more in retain for our taxes, but we
ought also to get them greatly reduced.
The first step towards reform should be
.n the departments at Washington and
in the offices of the Collectors of Cris-
toms and of Internal Revenue all over
the country. The employes of those de-
partments insteadof working only seven
-.2t hours ought to be made to work ten
4hours just as men do in general busi-
Less. There is no reason why this
should not be done, why it should not
have been done long ago. By making
the men in those departments work
three more hours the Government could
dispense with nearly half of its force -
which would result in the saving of
million upon millions of dollars each
year. Then the mileage allowed Con-
gresameu should be reduced from twen-
ty-cents per mile to three or four cents
-or entirely dons away with, as nine-
tenths of the menaLrs ride in Pullman
cars on pmees and are not, therefore, at
may expense traveling. Then the pen-
on list shruld, be re+lri-el from o to
- ,
hundred and fifty odd millions to about
tive millions, which would be :,sulticient
to allow a pension to every man who is
really, honestly entitled to receive one.
There are many other places Where re-
forms could be instituted. The ex-
penses of this Government could easily
be reduced to little more thau half what
they were last year
The United States Census Bureau has
tabulated recorded debts of all sorts in
the United States. The bonded debt of
railroads, street railroads„ , telephone
companies, telegraph companies, pri
vete water companies, gas companies,
electric light and power companies. and
other tntusportatiom companies amounts
to $6,200,000,000. The mottgages on
farms amount to $2,209,000,000 and on
city property to $3,810,000,800. The
United States, State, county; city and
school debts amount to $4,02'7,000,000,
loans on crop liens $650,006,000, bank
loans $3,077,000,000 A reasonable esti-
mate of bank deposits, mercantile debts,
retail store accounts and other personal
debts would carry the total debts of the
United States, public and 'private, to
probably $30,000,000,000, or an average
of $2,140 to eacli house-hold of five per-
sons. It is easy to see from these figures
how panics and depressions arise, and
the question is naturally raieed whether
credit is a blessing or a curse.
Edward Everett Hale said in a recent
address on the coming c •ntary that the
world is growing better. In his classi-
fication, the century of Columbus was
marked by discovery, the eighteenth by
analysis, and the nineteenth by inven-
tion. The victories of the twentieth
century, in his opinion, will be moral
and spiritual. His prediction is that it
"will be filled with not only physical
comfort but spiritual, and physical
fort-es will be transmuted into moral
and spiritual." Education 'will be gen-
eral and greatly elevated, and nations
will be brought into closer intercourse.
No one has ventured to prophesy what
the next century will bring forth in in-
vention, for scarcely a year passes now
without some wonderful ad.vance.
When idleness is increased, crime is
increased. To decreas3 crime we should
provide work for all and educate all.
These remedies are direct, practicable
and within our means. In speaking of
the increase of crime, the Chicago Re-
cord says that an investigation of the
causes of the large increase of crime,
in Chicago reveals the fact that most of
the deeds took place near saloons, and
Many of the, perpetrators were under
the influence of intoxicants. The Re-
cord is not a temperance journal either.
One of the causes of drinking is hard
times. While there are men who are
brought to poverty by strong drink,
there are other men who are brought to
drunkenness by poverty.
Gov. Stone, in his message to the Mis-
souri Legislature last week, recom-
mended that the death penalty be in-
flicted for the crime of train robbery.
The recommendation is a good one and
the Legislature should act upon it with-
out a moment's hesitatioe. The mee
who rob trains are prepared to go to any
length to get money, freqeently wreck-
ing trains and sacrificing numbers of
human lives. The men who wrecked
the L. & N. train at Blocton, Ala., re-
cently. sacrificed twenty-five lives in
order to get a few dollars from the pock-
ets of their dead and wounded victims.
Death even is too good few a man who
would wreck a train; and all train rob
bers are prepared for that if necessary.
Delaware now has twd Legislat nres.
That's doing pretty well for such a
small State. The Delevrare Republi-
cans the very hard. The Republicans
are holding a Legislature;of their own,
pretending that they have a majority,
but it will amount to nothing, because
the courts of the State have passed upon
the contests and decided in favor of the
Democrats. The Republicans will go
through the motions of electing a United
States Senator, hoping that the needs of
the Republican party in the next Con-
gress will be such as will cause the lea-
ders to seat the man chosen in Delaware.
The Missouri Legislature does well in
re-electing Mr. Vest to the Senate. He
is an able man, a simon-pure Democrat
who is not afraid to strike at corruption
whenever and wherever he sees it. If a
majority of Congress was made up of
men like Mr. Vest, Grover Cleveland
would long ago have been impeached
and removed from office for his utter
disregard for his oath of office and for
his usurpation of authority. Though
he is; now sixty•six years of age, Senator
Vest is very actite and can do a great
deal more work than many much
younger men.
_ .
The Illinois Central Railroad Com-
pany some time ago adopted the plan of
sAling stock in the road to its employes
on the installmeet plan-allowing the
men to make easy monthly payments,
and it finds that the plan works well.
Nearly all the employes of that com-
pany now have some stock in the road,
and the result is that they all take more
interest in the welfare of the road and
do their work better. It is strange that
more of the railroads of the country
have not adopted the co-operative plan.
Advices from New York encourage
the prospect for a lower money market.
The question is getting to be: How can
the banks employ their surplus funds?
The ideal cash in the banks having been
increased by over ten million dollars,
the excess reserve reaches aearly forty-
four million dollars-the largest in two
years. '
An international alliance embracing
the leading nations of the world should
be formed for the purpoee of preventing
such outrages an the slaughter of Cu-
bans by Spaniards and Armenians by
Turks. The civilized world ought to be
ashamed to stand by and 'clench butch-
ery when it could be so easily stopped.
 
 -
In collecting evidence of degeneracy
in the American people, the fact that
the increase of cigars consumed amount-
ed to only 64,000,000, whereas the con-
sumption of the pestiferous cigarette
exceeded that of lad yeas by 881,998,23.5
should not be overlooked.
-
At a London sale the autgrephs of
Generals Lee and Stonewall Jackson
sold highest. Jefferson, Adams, Dick-
ens, Napoleon and Tennyson were on
the list. The world does not forget de-
feated geniuk.
'The bounty grabbers, who are beseig-
ing Congress, differ on many miner
points, but are in perfect accord on the
main point-that the grab-bag shall be
opened.
Not only will we be blurt at home by
an increase in tariff rates, but we will
also be damaged abroad, as other nations
will retaliate as soon as we make the in-
crease.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County. "
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is the senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cr:testes, & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State afore--
said, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cared by the use of Hall's
Catarrh Cure,
FRANK J. CFIENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. IOC 1886.
S SEAL
Hall's Catarrh Care is taken internally
and acts directly on thet blood and in u-
cons surfaces of the seretern. Send for physicians. lint if in neeel of a laxative,
testimonials. free. . I one should have toe best, and with the
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0. I well-informed everywhere, Syrup of
Bold be Druggists 75e.
Hall's.Family Pills are the best. 
1 Figs stands highest and is mo=voloyh
7 Need and gives most Neutral 
aat 
The longer the Cuban war lasts the
more reason there is for condemning
Spain and syuiputhizing with the insur
gen te.
Senator Sherman may well hesitate
over the c tier to enter McKinley's Cabi-
net. All the signs point to a sterney
voyage in a channel full of rocks.
 esepeosesie....asswergemenegnienolemew 
The State Irrigation- Convention, just
adjourned at Laredo, Tex , contained
men who now raise two crops a year
where once even grass would not grow.
St. Louis seems not to have felt the
hard times as much as many of our
larger cities have. The bank clearings
for 1e96 amounted to $31.079,401, the
largest in the history of the city.
The late Shah's estate is valued at
$200,000,000 In laying up something
for a rainy day the Persian monarch
must have remembered that Noah was a
resident of his part of the world.
Two kisses are worth $10,000 in Scran-
ton, Pa. The law, however, in other
states has not placed such a high market
value on kisses, many verdicts having
been rendered placing the value at one
cent and costs.
Heavy exports of Southern pig iron to
Europe continue. The Alabama com-
panies have already shipped 80,000 tons
and still have many orders to fill. Given
a fair showing, Alabama could run
Pennsyvania out of the market.
If Kentucky must have a Republican
United States Senator, it is to be hoped
that the report that Governor Bradley
is going to appoint Hon. John W.
Yerkes is true, as there is not a better
man in the Republican party in Ken-
tucky than is Mr. Yerkes.
A man died in New York from hold-
ing paper money in his mouth. Out in
Kansas the Bible-kissing custom in
court has been abandoned. The bacillus
is responsible. We shall all be too pure
for any use the first thing you know.
Then the bacilli will get a rest.
If John Sherman is as shrewd as he
has the reputation of being he will de-
cline with many, many thanks the Cab-
inet place that his enemies are all ex-
ceedingly anxious for him to accept.
Sherman has nothing to gain and much
to lose by entering the Cabinet.
No wonder when a man runs the
second time from a wife who went forth
and tackled him after his voluntary ab-
sence of tweutv years. This a Ken-
tuckian did in Oklahoma. Ile got away
on his best saddle horse and left wife
No. 2 to grapple with the situation.
An Eastern scientist claims to have
discovered that the inhabitants of Mars
are trying to signal to us. They proba-
bly want to know whether or not Mark
Hanna has yet found a Cabinet place
that will not require him to do any
work in return for his salary of $8,000
per 11111111131.
The Chicago footpad who held up a
telephone girl and took her money out
of her stocking, must have been a mar-
ried man or he would never have gotten
on to the fact that a large majority of
women carry their surplus money in
their stocking. They are afraid to put
it in a bank for fear that the cashier
might get it.
The Emperor William is now"putting
dueling in the German army on a more
business-like basis," which means that
hasty duels over trivial quarrels will be
discouraged. In France duels add to
the comic pleasures of life, and in that
way tend to promote longevity. The
Kaiser takes them more seriously, and
proposes to have no barbaric practices
in the army unless carried on in a per-
fectly cool and collected manner. It
would be far better for the Emperor to
abolish dueling entirely, as it iti a relic
of the dark ages.
Medical men continue to capture new
germs. The yellow fever chap is the
latest. Even the doctors are determin-
ed to boom Cuba Libre,
Cincinnati sauerkraut-makers are hot
after their German competitors. They
want a tariff. They will get it. Han-
na is to be Senator from Ohio.
-- -
Six months from now many of the
men who are now praising McKinley to
the skies will be heard "cussin' " him
every time his name is mentioned.
_
Gov. Altgeld must have had an eye
to the size of his future law-practice
when he was pardoning so many crimi-
nals from the Illinois penitentiary.
The Treasury Department says that a
dangerous new counterfeit $100 bill is
in circulation: but the average citizen
doesn't understand wherein the danger
lies.
The Pacific railroads funding bill is
dead again,but BrerHuntington it; prob-
ably pieparing for another resurrec-
tion. Sonic way ought to be devised to
make the pestiferous thing stay dead.
The investigation of frauds in steel
plates furnished to the navy is to be
conducted with "renewed energy." It
is hoped it will not be wholly expended
in trying to keep from finding out too
much.
The Wisconsin Legislature is so
wrought up over Gov. Upham's whole-
sale pardoning of life prisoners that they
intend to take the pardoning power
away from the Governor and vest it in
a pardoning board.
There are no grounds for the report of
a truce in the coffee war, and another
cut in prices is now anticipated. Let
the good work go on, the public can
stand any number of cuts in the prices
of coffee and sugar.
It isn't often that ;man can cut cou-
pons from the bonds he dreams about,
but the story is now told of a Jersey
eitizen who dreamed be owned a coal
mine, and he did a little prospecting at
the place designated, and he found
himself on the road to wealth.
Gladness Comes
A. W.iGLEASON,
Notary Public
\l/ith a better understanding of the
v 1! transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts-gentle elf orts-pleasaut e fforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that se many forms or
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Flee. prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the on17
remedy with millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fie
b 
Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoymeet of geed health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed,. If
afflicted with any actual disease. one
may be c:miniended to the most skill:ul
MR. BLISS DECLINES' WHO WILL IT BE?
To Accept Any Place ri Mr. McKinley Will Put a Ken-
McKinley's Cabinet. tuckian in His Cabinet.
A MYSTERY AT SEBREE
Thousands Dying In Bombay - Vultures Feed-
ing on the Urburied Bodies in the Streets
BOMBAY WILL SOON BE DEPOPULATED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Jan. 14.-It is known
here to-day that Mr. Bliss. of New
York, has notified Mr. McKinley in the
most positive ternis possible that under
no circumstances will he accept any
place in the Cabinet. Mr. Bliss says
that his private business interests are
so numerous and so large that he could
not afford to sacrifice them for any pub
iic office. So as the matter now stand
Sherman is the only Cabine' selection
that is known positively to have been
made.
POISJNING AT SEBREE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA j
Sebree, Ky., Jan. 14.-There is a very
mysterious case of poisoning at this
place that is attracting a good deal of
attention today. Two people are so
seriously ill that their lives are almost
despaired of this afternoon. These two
people are Misses Ida Bigge, the well-
known milliner at this place, who
boards at Mrs. Williams' hotel, and
Florence Pierce, who cooks at the hotel.
The evening before last a party of
seven persons, including the two young
women mentioned, sat down to a sup-
per at Mrs. Williams' hotel. All were
in the very best of spirits and the meal
was a very merry one. It had jest been
concluded when Misses Pierce and
Biggs fell to the floor in terrible con-
vulsions.
Both had every appearance of having
been poisoned. They became exceed-
ceedingly ill, frothing at t' e mouth and
clinching their hands tightly together.
lhe inmates of the hotel became alarm-
ed and sent at once for medical aid.
Drs. Agnew and Vaughn promptly re-
sponded. Emetics was administered
and every known.remcely was applied.
Within a few hours the young women
apparently revived. The improvement
was only temporary, however, for both
soon sank back into convulsions.
All day yesterday the physician's lab-
ore(l over them but without effect. Last
night it was said that neither could sur-
vive. Miss Pierce has been employed
about the hotel for some time in the ca-
pacity of cook. Her unfortunate friend
is a cousin of Marshall Cy Biggs, of
of Sebree, and has been doing a prosper-
cus millinery business.
A dark cloak of mystery surrounds
the affair. Neither of the women have
made any statement calculated to throw
any light on the question. It is not be-
lieved that any of the food they ate
could have poisoned them. This theory
is borne out by the fact that all the oth-
ers present at the supper ate just as
heartily as did the unfortunates, and
ate of the same dishes they did.
A pork roast was a feature of the
meal. Samples of this meat were se-
cured and an exhatetive anal) -is made.
No symptoms of trichina' were discov-
ered, and the idea that the young wo-
men are suffering from trichinosis is
thus exploded. On the other hand,
there are no reasons why Misses Pierce
and Biggs should take poison with sui-
cidal intent. So far as known their
characters are above reproach and nei-
ther has had any great recent disap-
pointment.
THE HORRIBLE PLAGUE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York., Jan. 14.-A London spe-
cial from Bombay, India. says that the
ravages of the plague are almost beyond
conception. The city is being rapidly
depopulated, as all who are able to do
so, are leaving and going into the coun-
try districts hoping to save their lives
that way.
The sight in the city is horrible in the
extreme. Thousands of corpses are ly-
ing unburied about the principal streets
and vultures in large numbers are feed-
ing upon them, and in many instances
the hungry vultures attack human be-
ings; who are not entirely dead, but who
are so weak as to be helpless. Thous-
ands of people are dying each and every
day, and all who are not able to leave
the city will certainly die.
LEXINGTON GROCER KILLED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Lexington, Ky., Jail. I4.-At 8:34)
last night Thomas Godfrey, aged forty-
one, who kept a grocery on Montmullin
street, near the Cincinnati Southern
railroad, was shot and instantly killed
by unknown persons. His family lives
over the grocery. At 8:20 o'clock his
wife went upstairs to put the children
to bed. He told her that he would soon
close up as it was a
customers were scarce.
the last child in bed
voices in the grocery
later heard a pistol
rainy night and
Just as she put
she heard loud
aud an instant
shot. She ran
down stairs in time her husband stag-
ger from behind the counter with a bot-
tle in his hand. Blood WWI pouring
down his face and he exclaimed: "My
dear, I am done for," and immediately
fell on his face dead. There were two
glasses on the counter as if two men
had called for drinks and the bottle in
his hand indicated that he was in the
act of waiting on them when the shot
was fired. A railroad watchman says he
saw two men rushing from Godfrey's a
few minutes after the shooting. Two
men have been arrested in Georgetown
on suspicion.
A business man is not the most pa-
tient creature in the world. He cannot
wait to hear any long-drawn-out story
of the cause of his ailment. He doesn't
care two straws about a fine spun the-
ory of how he should treat hinthelf. He
may be predisposed to scrofula, or con-
sumption. "That," he will tell you
"has nothing to do with the case-" He
wants to be well. If he can be cured,
write out a prescription and send in
your bill. So, here's the first part of
the prescription.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discov-
ery is a microbe hunter and killer.
Many persons; of scrofulous blood, en-
courage the breaking out of unsightly
sores, to prevent the disease going to
the lungs. There is no use of this state
of dread and discomfort. Pnrify the
blood. It can be done. "Golden Medi-
cal Discovery" will cure 98 per cent. of)
all coaatimptive cases, also of all other
lingering bronchial, throat and lungi
diseases,
SEVERAL HOMICIDES.
It is Said e at
EWkRE 01-4 'FAKE CURES.
Take eaine's Celery Compound if
You Need a True Remedy.
Sam Roberts Will Formally Do Not Allow a Salesman to Palm Off
Launch h s Senatorial Boom To-N ght.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.)
Washington, Jen. I2.-There is con-
siderable suppressed excitement among
the Kentucky Republicans in this city
and especially among the Republican
Congressmen and Congressmen-elect,
and it it due to the fact that it was to-
day announced by men who are in tie
confidence of Messrs. Hanna and Mc-
Kinley that it has been positively de-
termined that one of the Cabinet plaees
is to go to Kentucky. The Kentucky
Republicans arsevondering and guess-
ing as to who will be the lucky man
The names suggested are ninny, but
tho e most frequently spoken of are
John W. Yerkes, Gov. Bradley and
Walter Evans, and some few have sug-
gested the ;names; of Dr. Hunter, ex-
Chief Justice Holt, and Col. R. M. Kel-
ly.
It is said that Major McKinley thinks
that it would not only be good policy to
give a Cabinet place to Kentucky, but
that it would simply be doing the Ken-
tucky Republicans justice, as they
worked very hard during the campaign
and made a winning fight against great
odds.
KILLED HIS DAUGHTER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Knoxville, Tenn., Jan 12.-The people
in the Southwestern portion of the city
are very much stirred up over a killing
that took place in their neighborhood
this morning. soon after breakfast
Thomas Davis and his wife had a quar-
rel over some family matter. When
Davis attempted to strike his wife she
ran out into the yard pursued by her
husband. When Davis failed to catch
his wife he picked up a rock and threw
at her, but missed her. The rock,
which was thrown with great force,
however, struck Davis' 16 year-old
daughter, who was standing near her
mother, killing her instantly. The
neighbors were indignant over the af-
fair and threats of lynching were heard
on every hand, but the officers hustled
the murderer off to jail before a mob
could be organized.
THREATS OF LYNCHING.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 13.-Charles
Taylor, colored, who was arrested at
Frankfort on the charge of murdering
Nellie Shipp, has confessed that he rob-
bed, outraged and murdered her. The
negroes at Frankfort threaten to lynch
Taylor, and precautions were taken last
night to prevent such work. Judge
Oantrill refused to allow the prisoner to
be removed to Lexington, and ordered
the sheriff to summon a posse to guard
the jail.
THE DEAL CLOSED.
Sherman Will Surely Be a
Member of the Cabinet.
FORCED TO ACCEPT.
He Will be Succeeded in the Senate by Mark
Hanna. It Is Supposed.
[SPECIAL 70 NEW ERA]
Washington, Jan. 14.-The Associat-
ed Press is now able to positively an-
nounce that Mr. McKinley has tender-
ed the State portfolio to Senator John
Sherman- of Ohio, and that the distin-
guished Buckeye statesman has accept-
ed.
Speculation as to who would be the
Ohio member in the Cabinet of the
President-elect h s pereistently hovered
about the name of Senator Sherman
and the Hon. Mark Hanna, the Chair-
man of the National Committee, the
former being mentioned in connection
with the Stet) Department and Treas-
ury portfolios, and the latter in connec-
tion with the head of the Treasury and
Postoffice Departments.
It has been known for some time,
however, that Mr. Hanna's ambition
was a seat in the United States Senate.
The retirement of Ohio's veteran Sena-
tor to accept the State portfolio in Mr.
McKinley's Cabinet will probably open
the way to a gratification of this ambi-
tion. Mr. Sherman's term as Senator
would expire two years hence, March 4,
1899.
The vacancy created by Mr. Sher-
man's retirement will be filled by ap-
pointment by Gov. Bushnell pending
the assembling of the Ohio Legislature
in January, 1898.
It is understood that the old war in
Ohio between Sherman and Foraker
factions has ceased and that complete
harmony has been restored among the
leaders. This carries with it the strong
implication that Gov. Bushnell will ap-
point Mr. Hanna to the vacancy in the
Senate when Mr. Sherman steps out to
resume the grave responsibilities comm-
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Half Washed.
When clothes have a half-washed
appearance-look dingy and yel-
low-it's a sure sign that they
were washed with inferior soap.
Clothes that are washed with
Clairette
Soap
are thoroughly clean arid as white
as a snowdrift. The finest and
most economical soap that laun-
dress could desire, or soap chem-
ist can make. So cheap that the
poorest can afford to usc it. 5 cts.
Sold everywhere. Mae,: only by
THE N. K. PAISBANS COMP ANY. St. Leal&
• • .0.4.,/". • •••••••,/ • • • •• * • Yvse • •-•
Any Substitute.
Health Is Too Precious to Listen to the
Preaching of Q6eks5
Paine's Celery Compound Makes the Sick
Well Again.
The Wonderful Prescription That Results from
the Life Work of America's Greatest Physi-
cian, Investigator and Practitioner.
There is one direction, as Dr. :George and at the same time we find hosts of
E. Shrady, America's first surgeon, dis- people still willing to be led astray by
tinctly says, in which people seem to the hundred and one nostrums which
need enlightenment at present more irresponsible traders try to foist upon
than they have for many years past. them on the pretext that these prepare-
"This is the rational appreciation of tions are "am good asPaine's celery corn-
the danger of quackery and fake cures." pound" (bat really because they make
Dr. Shrady's artiele in the New York a big profit on such preparations), it is
World of Dec. 27 should be read.by time for every one who detests fraud.
every man and woman who is ever in- to warn his neighbors, and take the-
dined to listen to the nonsensical, but warning to himself, that when he goes
too often plausible, ramblings of traders to get a bottle of Paine's celery corn-
in patent medicines. pound he must not be wheedled into
When Prof. Edward E. Phelps, M. D., taking some other remedy.
LL. D., of Dartmouth college, after a Paine's celery compound makes peee
long life of study in the most recent pie well. These other things work
scientific investigation of disease,evolves harm.
the marvelous formula of Paine's celery Paine's celery comp. and is not a pat-
compound-when after the closest pos- ent medicine. Its formula is given
sible observance by the best practition- freely to every physician.
era it is found that this greatest remedy These trashy stuffs that you are asked
of our generation not only does all, but to buy are made up of ingredients that
even accomplishes more than the mod- should ui ver be taken into a sick stoni-
est doctor-the giant among men that acti.
he has proved to be-more than he was These ordinary nervines, tonics and
willing at first to claim-when thous- sarsaparillas are no more to be compar-
ands of sufferers in every walk of life. ed with Paine's celery compound than a
sufferers from the ailments that come glimmering candle is to be compared
from overwork, deranged digestive or- with the wonderful modern search
gans, impaired nervous systems, too light.
poor or too rich living, inattention to If a person needs a true nerve tonic, a
hygienic laws, have been absolutely re- real blood purifier, a reliable diuretic,
stored to health by Paine's celery corn- that will restore strength, renew vitali-
pound, aftei vainly trying every other ty, regulate the kidney, liver and
possible remedy, and being dosed by bowels, and make one well, let that per-
well meaning but imcompetent so-called son try his or her first bottle of Paine's
physicians, celery coniponed and mark the wonder-
Wheu this is taken intoconsideration, ful result.
nected with the head of the Department
of State.
Senator Sherman declines to make
any statement relative to the important
announcement, but this in no wise mili-
tates against its authenticity.
As Secretary of State Mr. Sherman
will round out a brilliant public career,
which began forty-two years ago in the
House of Representatives, and bring to
that exaltt d position a ripe experience
which covers four terms in the lower
branch of Congress and six terms in the
upper house, besides four years at the
head of the Treasury Department.
Mr. Sherman first took his seat in
Congress as a member of the House in
1e54 and served four terms there, being
the Republican candidate for the Speak-
ership in the winter of 18.59-1860. He
was elected to the Senate in March,
1861, and re-elected in 1e66 and 1872;
was appointed Secretary of the Treasury
in March, 1877, and served as such dur-
ing Hayes' Administration.
Mr. Sherman was re-elected to the
Senate as a Republican, to succeed Al-
len G. Thurman, Democrat, and took his
seat March 4, 1881; was President of the
Senate from December 7, 1885, till Feb-
ruary 26, 11387; was re-elected in 1866
and 1892. His present term would ex-
pire March 4, 1899.
BURNED TO DEATH.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Hodgensville, Ky., Jun. 14.-A fear-
ful accident or:cured in this city this
morning.
Viney O'Neal, mil) was sixty-five
years old and an invalid, aceidently fell
from a chair into a large, open fire
place.
Almost instantly the flames envelop-
ed t he unfortunate womarewhose scream
attracted members of the family to the
room. The cruel flames had lapped the
life from the charred body of the victim
of the accident.
PURELY VEGETABLE.
The cheapest, nurest and hest family medi-
cine in the world! An effectual specific for
all tilseasvs of the Li ver.Stomach and Spleen.
Regulate the Liver lifIri pre'. ent Chills and
Ye% er, Malartous Fevers. Bowel Complainta,
Restleesuese, Jaundice and Nausea.
BAD DEKATII I
Nothing is so unpleasant, nothing so eons-
R11,111, as it bad breath ; and in nearly every
case It comes from the stomach, and can be
so easily corrected it you will take Simmons
Liver Regulator. Do not neglect so sure a
remedy for this repulsive disorder. It will
aim improve your appetite, complexion and
general health.
CONSTIPAIMOIIi
should not be regarded as a trifling aitment.--
lit nat ore demands ml,,- u I moat regularity
of the &mein, and any deviation from this
demand paves the way "Reit to serious dan-
ger. It is quite as necessary to remove impure
acemmulations from tie bowels as it is to eat
or (deep, and nil health .'alt be expected where
a (motive habit of body pre% ails.
SICK HEADACHE!
This distressing affliction °emirs most fre-
quently. The disturbance of the stemach,
arising from the imperfectly digested eine
tents, causes it severe pain in the bead,
accompanied with disagreeable nausea, and
this constitute* what ii.pImularly kieiwn as
Sick fleilliiI*111., ior the relief of which take
Simmues Liver Regulator.
ait-T.VERY PACKAGE-Ca
Has the Z Stamp in red on the wrappea
J. H. ZEILIN Sr CO.. Philadelphia.
Condensed Statement
-( COND ITIoN OF-
First National Bank
Hopkinsville, Ky.
At Close of Business, Dec.
29, 1896.
RESOURCES.
DbicotintS 
Us erd rafts. 
U.S. Bonds and Premium 
Stocks. Securities. Etc. 
Furniture and Fixtures 
[Me from U. S. Treasury 
Cash NOAH SO....
Sight Exchange 
Total 
LIAR ILITI ES.
Capital Stock 
Surplus
Other I • (Wielded Profits (less ex,)
Cireultition.
Divide-ink Unpaid 
Due to Banks, 
Due Individual Depositors 
Total
• 86,766 Rit
V79 30
17,eao (Si$4,600 in
2,(in (111
722 50
73,5611 50
8216,135 16
$64,n00 00
2.735 62
2,1119 112
14,440 lin
510 00
4.2111 147
1?7,111111 05
$216,155 I.
r NO S. W. LONG, Cashier.
gid.seribed and sworn to before me, this
1 Pee. 54, latoi. WALTER KELLY,
Notory Public.
Correct-Alt"':
F. 1.. 11. IA.
Ii.. 14 I . Directors.
NATIOitTAL BANK FAILED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C., Jan. 14.-A dis-
patch was received in this city to-day
from Ocala, Florida, which states that
the Merchades National Bank, one of
the largest institutions of the kind in
that State, had been forced to close its
doors this morning.
Until a day or two ago the bank was
regarded as perfectly solvent, but re-
cent rumors cd a collapse caused a run
on the bank which resulted in the pos
ing of a notice that no more mone
would be paid out.
The failure will sweep away the s, r-
ings of a large number of wage earners.
The capital stock of the Merchants Na-
tional Bank was $1,000,000.
Full set et teeth $7.50, fit guaranteed.
Baltimore 1)ental Parlors. d&wtf
QUARTERLY REPORT
H
Bank ot Hopkinsville
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS
ON THE
26 Day of December, 1896.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Diswunts, less loans to
Directors( . r.107,906 Iii
Overdrafts, unsecured  1,101/7 79
Due from National Rank s..117,016 511
Due from State Bunks and
Bankers  ... 14.251 47 31,298 50
Banking House and Lot  12.540 to
other Real Estate  5,622 12
Sticks and Bonds  Iii,uuu uu
Bp•cie  snow 58
Currency..,   24.337 u0
Exchange for Clearings   3,685 36 47,065 58
Other items carried as Cash  2141 65
Current expenses last quarter  4,652 434
$(4414,115 24
LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock paid in, in cash 8250.000 00
Surplus Fund  *5.(uti tel
Undivided profits  124141 36
Deposits subJec t [tieback (on which
interest is not paid) 175,172 72
Due National Banks $ 906 4(1
Due State Banks and Ban-
kers t.   4,364 67 5,351 It;
Unpaid Diekieuds  15) to
840%.315 24
STATIC OF KII:!•TUCICY, 88:COUNTY OF CRILISTIAN, %
J. E. Me Pherson.President of Bank of Hop-
kinsvil le, a bank located and doing business
at No. Main street, in the city of Hopkins-
ville in said county, being duly sworn. says
that the foregoing report Is In all respects a
true statenient of the condition of said
Bank, at the close of business on t he 2nt h day
of DecentiKarlta6.to the best of his knowledge
and belief; and further says that the busi-
ness of said bank has been transacted at the
location named.and not elnewhere; and t het
the above es-port is incident coin pliancy with
en official notice received front the Secre-
tary of State designating the 54th day of
1 teceMber.. Isle.its the day on which such re
port shall be math..
J. E. MCPHZIOSON, President
C. H. Director.
D. R. MLA RD. Director.
J. E. bielqi Eason, Director.
Subncri bed end sworn to before me by J.E.
McPherson, the 211th day of 1 Weember,1116.
J. 1'. BKADNN,
Notary Public Christian Cu
OUARTELY REPORT
-OF •I )i ;
CITY I BANK.
HOPEI NMI LLE,
-AT TUB CLOSE OF BUSINESS ON THE-
26th Day of December,
-1896.-
-, RESOURCES.
Loans ranct Discounts, leer loans to
Directors 1118,344 *42
Loans to officers  MO Cl
(Kverdrafte, secured   6.7110 418
Overdrafts. unsecured 210 se
Due from National Banks 842,568 06
Due front State Bank. and
Blinkers  $1,121 96 73.6110 Cc,
Ranking klouse and Lot,  6,000 (K.
Stocks and Bonds ..  47,408 el,
Specie.... . $11,758 73
Currency  .  1.5115 OW
Exchangefor Clearings  1,4711 70 14.775 40
i;XpeuseAccount  2.512 51
, LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock paid in, In cash  $.5001 111
Surplus Fund  TUMULI to,
Undivided Profits  12,040 42
Deposits 'subject to check on which
intermit Ps nut pai(i) 126.14I6 it
Due State.Banks and Bankers  1444 KI
I ' lipoid Idvidends  1141 Oc
$?70,0:h 31
STATE OglE ICNTUCK Y, 1I48:COUNTY or CltRITIAN.t
W. T. Tandy, Cashier of City Bank, a bank
located Mid doing business in the City of
1hopi:Dim-411e in said county, being duly
sworn. says that the foregoing report is in
all respects a true statement of the said
Bank. at the close Ilf business on the nub
day of Dire. 1111111, to the hest of his knowl-
edge and bclict; and further says lust the
business of mild Bank has been transacted
at the location named, and not (+Kelvin-re'
and that t he above report Is made in com-
pliance with an official notice received from
the Secretary of State designating the 241th
day of Dec. 114I6, as the day on which such
report shall be made.
W. T. TANDY, Cashier.
E. B. Lose, Director.
C. A. Titow MOW. Director.
W. T. TANDY. Director.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by W.
T. Tandy, Cashier, on the anth day of Dec.
Nat, E. A. ARNOLD, Notary Public.
SYPH LIS
VE YO '11°67Ze'4"A Ut.7,..%,roid 
In Month, Hair Fallirg/ Writs COO
12 E 1 El) Y 507 Hassiate Teasele
`1,1ca5a 111, for prt....fs of corns. Capl
al. 1,540,000. Worn came cured In 1
5$ Says. 150-page bark free. •
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Stoves
cheap atlin4 od-
ium Pries.
Shoes. I Staionery
We Sow .Ein Note Paper, 24
sheets for .. 24.
Up Free. 50 Envelopes. 1 c
Boos 1 Pins
Men's Bbots II cent it 1:41)".11 2Pkgs hair pins,le1.40.
Thread 2c, Sc.;
Novels 5 &
10 eta. Playing
Cards Sc to /15c.
Idemorundum bks
THE...
 
BIG 
J. H. Kugler
Owner a , STORE
Mena furn-
ishings ,tioxs. fie
Underseirte 7;c.
Pants . . 50c
I Ladies
Vests 15r
Ladies Shoes
(4) tin
THE RACKET.
Artics
ti.) and 75 dts
Lead Pen s.ls 2c d
Hooks a: es 5c ed
,Fam. Bibles! Umbrellas. Blankets,
99e. 51 29, $1 75. • Fancy bundle spa- Gray We
Large Oxford eial 50c. Large ( arpet tacks he p
Bibles $1.15. comfort 59e. 6 teaspoons 30.
Rugs, Good Rags,
SI 8.1
Lampe- ;
15e epmplete
Chenille qRurtains
$2,75 ir.
Gilt Edgl
Shoe Polish,
15 cts
('arpets
12c to 75c
per yard
41.MIM•
Shoe Lasts, 3
iron lasts ,t stand
complete, 29c.
Portrait-. Free
Ask for
Particulars
Six lamp wicks, lc
Lamp burners, 4c
bhoe Blacking
1 ct.
Brass Shoe
Nails, 8 eta.
Graves & Cony,
Jewelers
Main Ste et Howe Buildi rg
Leaders In
WATCH REPAIRING
Old gold and silver tak, n in ex-
change for goods.
TH P"it Lir aim U. Will Lave the greatest
C".0„)ak and Wrap
-Of the season
1/47aie
We will sell all our wraps at ONE HALF PRICE, as it is getting late in the
season, sod we must close out our s, reps. We will sell from to-day all of our
wraps, consisting of tailor-made gain, ,as in Jackets in Smooth Cloth and Rough
Bouclee and Military Jackets. Our capes are the very latest styles in Smooth
Cloth and Rough Bonclee, Silk, Velvet and Plush Fancy Capes,
OUr Ch:Idren's Reefers
„t for all ages.
All t-; be Sold Regardless of Cost
We mean business. Come and be convinced. Our goods are all ta
and guaranteed in Price, Quality and Fits. No trouble to show go..1.1.
early and get your choice. We have also a line sele.tion of
Millinery Goods
In all lines, and Fancy Goods, which we offer at a bargain. You can save
money by buying from us. Call and see ns and remember the place. Bting chip
circular with you. Remember all wr pa at half price at
Mme.L.vy.
THE LEAD:R,
1
1111111111111111MINERIIIIIMILlet
Our Story
Is Quickly Told
1(l5 )1,liu SI
We are doing the people of Hop-
kinsville helpful service by selling good
goods for
Lower
Prices
than anybody.
If you live in a hundred miles of
Richards & Co., it will pay you to come
.n and enjoy the,
Great
Bargains
we are offering in dry goods, notions,
,.arpets, rugs, matting, shoes and fur-
!iishing goods.
C
The popular and progressive house
of this city.
k,r/slYngrEINIMA--
•
Closing OutI.
Having decided to close out
our entire stock of goods and
fixtures-to engage in other
business-we will, commencing
to-day, and continuing until
closed out-sell
Regardless of Cost
If you want a nice suit pattern
at 50% on the dollar-now is
your chance.
r ELY E.
HOTEL LATHAM.
T. 
C ilAitY0PILY WARLIIOUE, 
N S/EIRYES
110 
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs,
Rail ad SIrset Between T. nth flopkirsville,
ar& E Itirroh,
tor- Careful attention given to sampling and selling all toles•
signed to us. Liberal adbances on tabucco in store. All tobecso n
leas otherwise instructed.
e•
niceoee
e•
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PROFITS TURNED INTO LAM ..."1891
100 pair O(Ps
and ends in L8.
dies and Misses
button and lace
.,.hocs worth
SI.25 to S2.00.
Only 75c a Pair
1 100 pairs ofMeus Oil Grainand Kip Bro-
gans and Con-
greEs
PLOW SHOES,
Worth $1.25; as long
as they last,
enE34:3.
Clearance Sale!
BEFORE STOCK TAKING!
For 10 Days Only. Commencing FRIDAY; Jan.15, '97! For 10 Days Only.
ANL
Rich Plums in
. . Dress Goods
1Gc a yard fur 36in wool filleig
colored brocade dress go is
worth 25 cts
18c a yard for 36 in. wide weel
filling Englidi serge, worth 25
23c a yard for 36 in. wide all-
wool at rger, all colors, w'th 35
29c a yaisl for 40 in wide all wool
eerges and henriettae, r 11
colors, worth 38 cts
$2.39
Novelty Suit Pattern, 8 yds , worth
$3 50. Go in his sale at $2 39.
48c per yard for 46 in all-wool
serge. black and brofflu only G
worth  5 ete
5.115 c per yard for 40 in. wide all
wool albatross cloths, even-
ing ehadee, worth '  38 cte
45c per yard for 38 in. noveqy
dress goods, worth. 60 ate
$3.50
Choice for 4 elegant Patteine NO%
elty Suitinge, worth 5.50. Oul:
$4 50.
93c a yard for 38 in. Lailice'
Cloth, in green, brown e.ay
garnett and black, worth ..35 cli
75c a yard tor 54 in. twilled
black Broadcloths, all col-
ors, worth. .$1 25
-Vic a yard for 52 in. Water-
proof, black, brown, gray
and navy blue. worth 65 et'
9c a yard for 36 in wool hLah
dress plaids, worth 124 et'
$2.75
Only 2 patterns left of these els
eant Novelty Wool Suitings, wort!
$4 50.
Imperative Closing Out Sae of
Velvets & Silks.
A great event in which a:1 :Ake
are interested. See these pricer:
7,7c per yard for all colors &silk
Velvets, regular values ....$1.25
-170c per yard for good Velvets
worth 65 els
38c a yard for black raised fig
ure Silks, suitable for (hese
skirts, worth 50:ets
15c a yard for a few colors 24
in. China Silks, worth 35 cts
25c a yard for figured Lelia
Silks, black & blue grounds
grounds, worth 50 eta
75c a yard for 19 in. black bro-
cade Faille Silks, worth .$1.00
$1.19 for 27 inch Black Duch-
ess Satins, cheap at $1.50
1. 10 for 26 inch Black Faille
Silks, worth $1 50
rani
25 cents
Fur 30 inch light colors :11k:Dia -
ties, worth 50 cts. Only a few pieces
At 25 eta.
10 cts
8c a yard for extra heavy Hick-
ory Shirtinga, worth 10 cts
Domestics
Yard wide Hope Bleach Domestic, 6e
Yard with Lonsdale Bleach Do-
mestic, 64 eta.
Yard wide Fruit of Loom Bleach Do-
meetic, 7 cts.
Yard wide Soft Finieh Bleach Do-
mestic, 5 cts.
eMinimelinnentleinEntra. 
10-4
Pepperell Bleach Sheeting,
17 eta. yd.
8-4 Pepperell Bleach Sheeting, 16c
10-4 Gold Medal Brown Sheeting,
11 cents.
Great Western yard wide Sheeting,
0 cents.
Hoosier yard wide Domestic. .4 eta
Pepperell extra heavy Drilling, 74 cts
Best quality Lonsdale Cambric, 10 o
ey s s.
3c a yard good garter webbing.
5c a'yard frilled'garter webbing.
heavy twilled Gray Flannel. 3c a box assorted hair pins.
worth  35 cts 2c a paper blue steel hair pins.
3,5c a yard ( xtra quality Gray Sc a bunch 8-inch i vs hale bones
Twilled Flannel, worth : .40 cts 7c a bunch 10 inch whale bones.
12 1-9c a yard for all-wool 0-c a zen small bras
s nursery pins
Red Flannel, worth 20 Sc a dczen large brass nursery pins
23c a yard for 27 in. all-wool 7c a doz. small niek
led nursery pins
Red Flannels, worth 35 10c a doz large nieesled nurs
ery pins
.13c a yard for 30 inch all-w ol 10c a dozen rubber hair pins
Red twilled medicated Flan- 25e Nos. 2 and 3 Cautield dress
shield.
nehs, worth  40 cis
12 1n 
worth 
oyratrhd for White Flan-
nels,
2')c a yard for White Flannels, eta
18cwaorytahrd for White Flannels, cts
worth 
,2,5c a yard for White Flannels,
worth 35 eta
29c a yard for White Flannels,
worth  
0 eta
Table Linens
Here's where we've been
granted a patent on low
prices.
/Jca yard for 46 inch half bleached 
TableTable Linen, worth 
56 inch wide Bleached Table Linen,
25c
35 cLifhoerh,56woinreth Heavy Table eta
O Table0 eta
6woinrtch heavy 
45c for 56 in. heavy Table Lin-
en, worth 60 cts
75c for 64 in heavy Table Lin-
en, worth  1.00
63c for 64 in. heavy Table Lin-
en, worth 75 cts
5
25c for 58 inch Red Table Lin-,3
worth  
5 eta
38c for GO inch Red Table Lino-
en, worth. 
 
eta
JEANS
/0c for Good Heavy Cotton Jeans.
18c for Good Heavy Wool-filling
Jeans.
25c for Extra Heavy Fleeced Jeans
25c for Heavy White Twilled Lin-
cey
Special prices on Blankets
and Comforts.
111.•11,
6Jc for Ladies' Wool Skirts,
worth 98 eta
98c Ladies' Fine Wool Skirts,
worth  $1.19
Curtain Poles and Brass
Fixtures, only 19 c.
No. 1, 15c Nos. 2 and 3 Famou
shields.
5c all colors Soutache braid.
4c a dozen horn collar buttons.
3c a bunch job lot finishing braid.
4c ounce for zephyrs.
8c a hank for black Saxony yarns.
10c a hank for imported Saxony
YAM.
10e a bank for imported German-
town yarns.
3c a hank for common knitting yarn.
4c a ball crochet cotton, 3 balls 10e.
5c a dozen good pearl buttons.
4c a Lunch kid curlers.
8c a bunch large curlers
8e a pair children's hose supporters.
25e a paitechildren's Royal waists
3 Spools Clark's Thread
for 10c.
Hosiery &Underwear
An Invincible Crop of
Richly Ripened Season-
able Bargains. 1
39c ladies glove fitting ribbed
vests and pants, heavy fleec-
ed, worth 50c
48c ladies cream and silver
mixed fine wool ribbed
vests and pants worth 75c
69c ladies medicated scarlet
all wool vests worth. 98c
.48e ladies' heavy ribbed and
fleeced "Oneita- union suits
worth 65c
89c ladies' fine balbriggan
'•Oneit Cfleeced.union suits
worth.  $1
25c ladies natural grey ribbed
and fleeced, taped neck and
shaped arm-holes worth ....35c
39c ladies silver grey non-
shrinking wool vest and
pants worth 50c
2/5c for boy's and girl's grey
and white union suits with
and without drop back
fl( eced worth  .40c
19c for boy's and girl's Nazar-
eth waists.
19c for infants Merino shirts.
/0c for child's vest and pants
ribbed and fleeced, sizes 16,
18 and 20, worth 18c
Boys' and girl's scarlet underwear
Size-16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
Pi iee-16 18 23 27 33 38 42 4E
HOSIERY.
25c ladies superfine
worth 35c.
18c ladies 40 gauge
worth 25c.
12c ladies fast black
20o.
19e ladies fine wool
124e ladies ribbed
111c.
25c ladies fine cashmere
40e.
35e ladies extra quality
50c.
28c ladies extra quality
40c.
15c ladies heavy
worth 20c.
Sc child's fleeced 64
15c child's wool ribbed
worth 20c.
20c child's cashmere
worth 25c.
21c boy's bicycle ribbed
25c
Sc boy's bicycle ribbed
10c.
10c ladies fancy cott
hem n sdor
ribbed to}
seamless worth
hose worth 25c
wool hose wortl
hose wcrtl
fleeced wortl
fleeced worth
quality fleece('
to 84 worth 25c
and plait
ribbed and plair
Luse worth
hose worth
worth 20c.
5c a Pair
Infant's wool hose, red, navy and
black, only Sc a pair.
Special Bargains
I ,-__
TO WELS!
Gent's Furnishing
Goods . . .
Here' Where Profits
a Black Eye.
49c men's camel's h-tir
shirts worth 
69c men's heavy all wool
undershirts, double
front worth 
50c Men's fine fleeced
wear worth 
85c men's Wrigh. a Hygienic
underwear worth
39c men's extra heavy
flannel drawers worth 
35c men's heavy Canton
nel drawers worth
19c men'eCanton flannel
ers worth 
1 5c men's white, also grey,
dershirts worth....
get
under-
75c
grey
back
$1
under-
75c
$1 25
Canton
50c '
flan-
40c
draw-
25e
un-
...... 25c
39 cents
Gent's extra heavy 2C00 linen
bosom unlaundried shirts, reinforced
back and front, continuous facings,
worth 50e.
98c men's French flannel and
Jersey knit overshirts
worth $1 25
39c to ()lose out 50 men's fine
negligee and fancy bosom
white body dress shirts
worth 50c and 75c
89c gent's fine laundried dress
shirt e etorth $1 and $1 25
99c choice of any o'f our late
styles' French ibosomldress
shirts: just lately received
worth $125
65c for.our regular 75c laun-
drie$ white shirts2000 linen
bosolm:fine muslin, reinforc-
ed beck and front
.48c forlfine unlaundried dress
shirts, open front and back,
worth 66
CLOTHING!
Take Your hoice at
1-2 PRICE
$20 00 Sults $1000
18 00 Suits  9 00-
15 00 Suits  7 60
12 50 Suits  6 26
10 00 suits  5 00
800 Suits  400
And others likewise.
50c a pair for men's heavy jeans
pants.
98c a pair for men's guaranteed jeans
pants.
*119 a pair for men's Mayfield un-
sheared jeans pants.
, $3.00
For your choice of any of our $4,
$4 50, $15 and $6 custom pants.
$111116 for Sweet, Orr 8: Co's $1 60
wstrauted pants.
$1 98 for Sweet, Orr & Co's $2 50
warranted pants
$2 25 for Sweet, On & Co's $3 00
warranted pants.
98c for Ala few pairs odd pants, some
in the lot worth $3 a pair.
Boy's nd Children's
Llothing
$1.48 for all wool Jersey Suits,
worth $1.98.
$1.98 for all wool Jersey Suits,
worth $2.48.
75e for 1 lot Child's Knee Suits, 4 to
8 yrs. old, worth $1 and $1.25.
$1.25 for 1 lot child's and boy's, 6 to
14 yrs., old, worth $1.40 and $1.98$1 65 frail lot child's and boy's, 6 to
14 yrs., worth $2.00 and $160.
$2.49 forll lot Boy's Knee Suits, 8
to 15 yrs., worth *300 to $4.00.
$2 75 for 6 Boy's Knee Cordury suit
worth $4.504
Boys odd Face Pants at 19e, 894
48; 65c and 75e, worth 25o. 500.
75c and $1 00.
---$2.39---
Boy's Chinchilla Reefers, wiee col-
lars; ages 41to S Worth $3.50.
$2.98 Boys Astrachan Reefers, 10 to
15 yrs., worth $4.50.
Men's Ni ht Shirts, 890
CORSETS.
P. D Corsets $1.50 qualityl 441 19
" 1.75 " - 1 39
" 2.00 " - 1 50
S. C. Nursing Corsets.t- - • - - (l9e
Brighton Corsets, worth 50c, - . 33e
Frankel's High Bust, - • - 48c
1 lot odds and ends S. ('. War-
ner's and others, ' 50c
4 4
Black Dress Goods!
24c a yard for 38 inch figured
Black Brilliantine, worth. .39 cts
Mc a yArd for 38 inch Black3 eta
Ladies' Cloth. worth 
29c a yard for 38 inch all-wool
Bil.iocrkth 
38 cts
Serges and Henriettas,
43( a yard for 36 inch all wool
Black Brocades, worth 65 eta
a yard for 46 inch extra
fine Serge. worth 75 eta
/50c a yard for 46 in. extra tine
Ellk finieh Henrietta, worth 75 c
J0c a yard for 52 inch extra
qualty Brilliantine, worth  75 cts
60c a yards for 38 inch extra
quality black silk-finish Hen-
netts, worth....   85 etc
,i0c a yard for 42 inch ell-wool
Black Crepons. worth 85 etc
22C a yard for ell-wool black
and white Plaid Serges 35 ct
,Z lic a yard for 40 inch all-wool
silk finish Serge Plaids 75 cts
See our Lace Curtains
and lvarn our prices. A
sweeping cut oil them.
Eye Operers in
. . . Staples!
Shirting, Ginghams and
Domestics.
.7c a yard, only 15 pieces dress
Gingahms, worth.. .6 to 10 eta
40 a yard for good apron check
Gingham's, worts.' 5 cis
k; a yard for beet quality Amos
keag Apron Gingham,....84 cts
7 1-..!e a yard for extra heavy
wrought iron chevots,.... 10 eta
IMMMEMwe 
6 cts. per yard
bong figure Cretonnes for Comforts
and Draperies; worth 8 to 10 els
E4Endni.W.WENI=InnW 
80 per yard for Chambray Ging-
hams, worth
NOTIONS.
Here's Prices That Will
Make Your Eyes Water.
Scrutinize Them:
4c a:paper best quality 'erase pins.
lea paper full countAdamantMe pins
lc a paper swan:bill hooks and eyes
3c-aa raper patent hump hooks an
Flannels
Cut Without Reserve!
12 18 jrrecda Lyi ard for plaidwortti .n d18 eta
19c a yard for! all-wool check,
and plaid Flannels. worth 25 eta
15 c a yard for all wool Gray
Flannels, 22 in. wide, worth 25 cts
The a yd for all-wool Gray Flan-
nels, 24 in. wide, worth...30 cts
18c a yard for all wool Flannel,
sky blue,S24 in. wide, worth 25 c
25c a 3 ard for all-wool extra
cts
eta
DON'T FORGET THE PLACE! 10 DAYS ONLY!
WEEKLY 1.4 v v ERA.
- 
7.7" l!'" = = INT
ONE DOLLAR! A YEAY.
TERRIBLE WE PONS.
A PAR OF THEM WHICH A TRAVEL-
ER PICKED VP IN Pl.ARIS
Th, Venom Box Which Centilitre the Most
rovelrful 'Nikon Known Ti" Needle
Thet Does it. 110,:wily W.:rh In • Silent
and Perplexing Manner.
"Two of the most beantlful and at
the same time murderous oejects I have
ever seen in all my travels I picked up
in Paris daring my trip there last sum
utcr!',said J. V Atkinson of Savannah
to a friend.
"I' bf.meht both of th$./.:. film an old
gunsmith in the Quartier Lotto. and he
assared me they were. without doubt
the culy ones in existence. as far as his
kuowloau of death dealing 'Instruments
went. and he also told me i hat he had
pure: miMalased them of an cld S rti whe
bad spent most of his life n the South
American conutries
"I am sure he must hate had them
made to his especial order, flu, as I have
. already stated. during all toy travels I
have never seen anything that would in
any way approach them for villainous,
murderous purposes
"The drat, as you see, looks innocent
enough, and when I ask you what yea
think it Is you will reply"-
"A silver matchbox," answered the
reporter as he gingerly handled the beau-
il ttli!) chased silver CbJeCt.
"Teach that spring." .
At an eapy touch the lid of the box
few open on a powerfully hingea spring
and ‘iisclosed the interior, and in a cow -
part :lent about one-halt of the capacity
of the box were a dozen wax matches.
"Now you'll nod a tiny button on
the side next you and near your thumb.
Just press that lightly."
As the suggestion was followed a lit-
tle, sharp pointed, creamy white, curved
object popped into view from that per
tion of the box not occupied by thc
rnatteb'What is that?' 
"That," said Mr. Atkinson, "is not
more nor less then the fore fang of tht
Crotalus horridus, the great Americar
rattlesnake, and one of the ,most venom-
ous of serpents known to ichthyologists
You will uutice that the fang is short
as a rt.::, at its point; that it is slit
for is distance up the middle, and MIA
it is hollow. You will also observe that
a tine, amber colored, jellybkesuladiect
is coutsined within the hollow of th
fang. That is nothing less horrible that:
the venom of the crotalidas, and lb-
rankest poison, the most deadly tt
agents known to man. A couple of
scrapes on a luau's hand or face meal.
a certain and a horrible death-nausea
and vomiting, retching, 'ootivulition.-,
secuiparalysie, complete paralysis, statt
of cows, death in a most horrible foria
and the swelling to horrible proportione
of the corpse as it rapidly turns blach
from the vaulence of the venom, 'lot
may take the fearful agent, bake it be
tweeu bricks, freeze it between block •
of ice, and it will still retain its terribl.
power. You may inoculate a rat with
thc venom, and be will die in a few
monieuta,, a dog in five and a man in
from ten minutes to an hour, accordit4,
to the amount received and the oondi-
tion of his system at the time. The blood
of the first rat can be inoculated into a
second, and the blood of the second into
a third, and so on down through 100-
yes, 200 subjects-without recourse tr
the original venom, and the last subjet t
will die as quickly and convulsively ns
the first, for its virulence is absolutely
fatal.
"You can -readily see what a terrible
weapon it would be in the hands of an
unscrupulous villain. A scratch or two,
and the deed would be done, while the
victim would simply imagine that Lo
had been scraped by a pia. Yet in a
close fight with some of the despicable
footpads and murderous thugs who see
infesting your fair city I do not think I
would have any scruples about using it
on one of them myself.
"It would be difficult even for a firs:
clams physician to discover at the first
sight just bow the man met his death.
"Its companion piece, of devilish in-
genuity, is a needle gun. Peculiar bob•
ing thing, is it not?" asked Mr. Atkin
son as II? passed a richly engraved am:
silver mounted object that looked like
a croft between • miniature double bar-
reled shotgun and a revolver to hiF
friend, wbo handled it ivith extreme
caution. ,
"That little gun is &boat five inchc
over all, and yet it contains withit
those chambers, in the boxlike part be-
tween those fine watt h spring steel bar-
rels and the pistol grip, enough of fiend-
iah mischief to lay out a dozen strong
men.
"The charge is a strong but powerful
cartridge made of a highly explosive
chemical which, by the peculiar con-
struction of the chambers, makes so lit
tie noise that it could not be heard by a
person tea feet away. The instrument
of destruction-is a bunch of flue cambric
tardier that have bad their heads slight-
ly flattened to offer resistance and catc:i
the propelling krt.*, and their points
have lain in the very same sort of ven-
om cf which I spoke until they are thor-
oughly corroded with it.
'As e,,, leave the gun they scatter
and penetrate to the most N ital spots,
where' their terrible week is quickly
tove. Nothing short of 4 post mortern
examination of the naciat rigid kind
would betray the cause of death. "-St.
Louis Republic.
An Experiment-
"Where are you going. Michael, so
early?"
"Apothecary's. Wife got sick last
night."
"Doctor been there yet?"
"No. I just found a prescription in
the street when I was in town, and I'm
going to have that made upend try it."
-Fliegende Blatter.
Pliny says that the almond blossom
was regarded by the young people of his
age as an emblem of hope.
Mark Hanna will make a great mas-
h): of c,?reinonies at the inaugura 1 1 al
 
SaillFrankers,
Ladies Muslin Underwear
Consisting of Gowns, Skirts,
Chemise, Drawers and Cor-
set cover4, to close out as
long as alley last at
1-2 Price.
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FIFTH SUNDAY COMES. RIGHT TO THE POINT.
Three Circle Meeting
Week
A FIEND INCARNATE. 'FACTS FOR FARMERS. HERE AND ELSEWHERE
News Told Without a Waste Reubin Seargent Tries to Notes Interesting to Tillers Newsy Notes of Much Loc..
of Words. Murder His Wife. of the Soil. Interest.
ONE IN HOPKINSVILLE.ITHE HISTORY OF A DAY.
Spec si Peigrams 4ii.i Biel tealgst to
Eecei of the Interesting Occasions.
Program for missionary meeting at
Locust Grove Jan. 30th and 31st, 1896 :
I. The Independence of Baptist
Churches-J. D Clardy, W. L. Peyton.
2. Medical Missions-John A. Cheek,
W. J. Couch.
S. Relations of a Member to His
Church-C. D. Bell, Winston Henry.
4 Should One Church Member, Un-
der Any Circumstances, Sue Another
Church Member at Law •!-S. J. Lowry,
Ed. R. Bogard.
5. Report on the Condition and Oper-
ations of the Foreign Mignon Board-
W. H. Vaughan, J. F. Dixon.
7. Sermon by Rev. W. H. Vaughan. ,
All friends to missions are cordially
invited to take part in this meeting.
J. F. Gansterr, V. P.
Meeting of Fourth Circle of Bethel
Association at Trenton, Ky., Jan 30th
and 31st:
10 a. m.-Devotional Exercises-AM.
Vardeman, Vice-Pres.
10:20 a. m.-Spiritual Conditions of
the Church.-D. A. Bronangh, C. W.
Ware, B. D. Eddins, G. L. Dycus W.H.
Deaeon and J. W. Waller.
10:40 a. in.-Scriptual Authority for
MU:nous-J. W. Burnett and Wm.
Dickinson.
11 :l'o a. m.-Mexico Missions-V. A.
Garnett and A. M. Herndon.
2 p. m.-The Needs of BethelAssocia-
tiou-J. A. Bennett and A. M. Verdes
man.
2:45 p. m.-Office Work of the Holy
Spirit-J. G. Bow and A. N. Couch.
7p. m.-Sermon-J. A. Bennett.
sesteev, JAN. 31st.
10a. m.-Sunday School.
11 a. 131.--S-semen-L. P. Forgy.
The S Tenth Circle of the Bethel As.
sotietiou will met with Hopkinsville
church Jan. 30th, 1497.
The follow lug subjects will be di..
cussed:
How to Conduct Ourselves in the
Hotue of God-Rey. P. A. Thomas.
Duty of Parents to give their Child-
ren the bee, Educational Advantages-
Prof Edmund Harrison.
What Constitutes Real Discipleship?
-Rev. C. H. Nash.
Brasil-Dr. B. F. Eager.
How to Inform, Interest and Instruct
a Sunday School Class -W. C. Davis.
How to Improve our Contribut tone-
'Squire John Cavanah.
Family Worship-D. J. McCord.
How to Dial with a Member who
Positively Neglects his Church Duty-
Rev. A. Ransom.
This circle is composed of the follow-
ing churches: Hopkinsville, Concord,
Sinking Fork, New Pleasant Hill. West
Mount Zoar, Palestine, Crofton,Empire.
Macedonia, Mount Zoar, White Thorn
Creek, New Barren Springs, Pleat:int
Hill. Max Grove, Ebenezer.
Send as many as three delegates from
each church, with a written report of
your mission work.
T. C. 'LAMBERT, Vice President.
Wit C. Davis, Secretary.
Notice.
Notice is hereby given that the part-
nership of Alfred Lewis and J. H. Egg-
leton, doing business as dealers and re-
handless of tobaccoo at Hopkiusville,
Kentucky, under the trade name of
Alfred Lewis and Company is dissolv-
ed. ALFRED Litwis,
.t J. H. Ewes-rose
Guess Again.
The following is a reply to the solu-
tion of "Now What Is It?" as contained
in Cue New Ea of the 8th inst. :
You've missed It quite my dear young friend
Your -Love" Is all in vain;
Your ...flint still we must command,
Then try, yes, try again.
Though failure did this time befall,
We know you can not mind it,
And the boy who did not try at all
Will surely never find It.
Yours trule,
Mas. Berne H. JONES,
Pee Dee, Ky.
An Enjoyable Affair.
Oakland, the country home of Mrs.
Sarah E. West, about live miles on the
Russellville road, was the scene of the
most delightful social gathering of the
season Thursday evening, when Miss
Azile West gave a party in honor of her
charming guest Miss Adcock, of Pem-
broke. Mrs. Elyott chaperoned the
party of young folks. The music ren-
dered by Misses Vaughn, Edwards and
Winfree, Messrs. Albert Kelly, Wm.
Elyott and Wm. Vaughn with piano,
violin and guitar was enjoyed by all.
The delightful refreshments which were
served at the proper hour were also en-
joyed. Among those present were:
Minted,-
Pearl Vaughn, Gertrude Vaughn,
Susan Adcock, Beulah Edwards,
Ettie Dotigherity, Annie Doughesity,-
Laura Gray, Minnie Stamps,
Mabel Stamps, Nell Cayson,
Lucy Cayson, Marp Bowles,
Ella Willis, Lena Lacy,
Lulu Lacy, Helen Royalty,
Floy Yancy, Mettle Anderson,
Jennie Winfree, Maggie Wilson.
Messrs.-
Frank Bassett, Robt. Payne,
Ross Elgin, Walter Layne,
Jessie Elgin, Elihne Dougherity,
Edgar Gray, John Gray,
Edgar Cushenbery, Will Vaughn,
Will Walker, James Edwards,
Harry Edwards, Walter Edwards,
Frank Yancy, Raymond Yancy,
Harry Carrot, Wilbur Hose,
Chap Brown, Harry Brown,
Harry Claggett, Herbert Shanklin,
Nick Dicken, Hiram Fulcher,
Otho Mullen, Chas. Garland,
Robt. Bronaugh, Robt. Cayson,
James Garrott, Clyde King,
Uranus Jackson.
- 
e
Jas. E. Radford's Will.
The will of the late James B. Radford
was probated this week. He leaves $500
to his widow, Amelia Radford, ma ley
which came from her father's estate.
He also leaves the teat o. his property
to the widow to hold during her life-
time. At her death it goes to her child-
dren.
Teeth extracted without pain with
nitrous oxide gas, vitalized air and the
best-known local anaesthetic 50 cents,
Baltimore Dental Parlors. cidtwtf
Awarded
Highest Hone re. world's Fair.
•13 Ft;
CREAM
BAKING
Items of 'Neely Local Interest Grouped to Be
MEAN NEGRO'S CRIME.
Escaped From the Workhouse and Attempted
Read it a Glance. I to Chop Oft a Woman s Head.
CALLED TO DIXON.
Dr. E. A. Bently was called by tele-
gram to Dixon Tues. morning to attend
the bedside of his sister, Mrs. W. E.
Bourland, who is reported 
i 
to be seri-
ously ill.
MARRIED TUESDAY MOMNING.
Tuesday morning at ten o'clock a quiet
wedding took place at the bride's home
in North Christian. The contracting
persons were Mr. J. C. Lite and Miss
Lillian Gates. The Rev. J. N. Spurlin
officiated.
BEGIN ROUSE-Xeee1.;(1.
‘skr. Hugo Hisgen and wife have
moved into the Hartman cottage on
North Main and will begin house-keep-
ing.
JOINED THIS AFTERNOON.
Mr. H. A. Marsh and Miss Alice Mc-
Cord were joined in marriage at three
o'clock Tues. afternoon,by the Rev. La-
fayettee elton. The happy couple
live in the Kelly neighborhood,
IS LOOKING WELL.
The wheat crop in this part of the
State, according to the farmers, is look-
ing well.
PAINFULLY INJURED.
Mr. T. C. Hanbery is confined to his
room from the effects of a fall at Graeey.
He dislocated his shoulder.
CARDS RECEIVED.
Cards have been received in the city
announcing the marriage of Miss Caro-
line A. Flourney, of Paducah, and Dr.
Everett Ellis, of Dyersburg, Tenn, Janu-
ary 30.
DANCE AT JItet'P (iso*
The following invitationri were re-
ceived by the society people the city
today:
Mr. and Mrs. William Jesup
at home,
Friday .January fifteenth, eighteen
hundred and ninety•tieven, at
Jesup Grove.
From 7 to 1. Dancing.
- 
-
PASSED AWAY AT THZ 3.11111.1113
`Ak0
John M. Johnson, of Fordille, Died
From Brain Troub4.
Mr. John M. Johnson, of iordsville,
who suddenly became demented while
on a business visit to this citron Than:-
day, December 31st, and lattsi was ad-
judged insane and sent to thel7Hopkins-
vile insane asylum, died at the asylum.
The remains were taken to Fordsville
and will be interred at 10 a. m. to-day at
the Johnson burying grounds near
Fordsv ille.
Mr. Johnson was one of Ohio coen-
ty's best citizens, and well kuown and
highly respected. He was a stockhold•
or in the Fordeville bank, and was an
active, enterprising citizen. He was a
member of the M/1110131C order in the
highest standing.
It was thought by his friends after he
had been conveyed to the asylum, that
he had hydrophobia, having been biten
by a suspicious dog several years ago,
but the cause of Mr. Johnson's death,
say the asylum physicians, was a dis-
ease of the brain nerve center, which
produced insanity.
Mr. Johnson leaves a wife and seven
children. One of his sons,: Mr. Lou
Johnson, is the depot agent at Fords-
ville. His wife is the daughter of Mr.
John T. Smith, one of Ohio county's
well known citizens. -0 wensbt ro Mes-
senger.
TO UNITE ON A FAIR BASIS.
Democratic Committee Extends an In-
vttation to All Bimetallist'.
The meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Democratic party of Chris-
tian county at the court-house Monday
was harmonious. Much important busi-
ness was transacted.
It was decided to hold a mass conven-
tion at the court-house on March 1 at
one o'clock p. in., to nominate candi-
dates for county offices.
One of the most interesting features
of the session was the adoption of the
following resolution:
••Resolved, That it is the sense of the
Democratic Executive Committee of
Christian county that there should be a
permanent union of all the friends of
silver against the allied forme of the
single gold standard and we cordially
invite all friends of bimetallism and
pporters of the Chicago platform to
unite with us, upon a fair basis, in the
election to be held this year."
ORDER HAS BEEN RESCINDED.
The Mu...derous Negroes, Owing to Their
Victim's Conditions, Will Not
Be Tried Yet.
Dave Powell, Will Loving and Will
Dixon, the three negroes who assaulted
and shot Louis Metzner at his place of
business last November, a I niot be tried
at the present term of the Henderson
Circuit Court.
Although Metzner is up, an affidavit
made Saturday night by his attending
physician states that he is not out of
danger and is liable to die frota the ef-
fects of the wounds at any time.
On the face of this Commonwealth's
Attorney J. H. Powell had the order
rescinded made Saturday for Sheriff
Negley to take them from Hopkinsville
where they are confined in jail unit
place them on trial.
The trial is coutinned,to the May tern'
of court, and the prisoners will remain
in the Christian county jail.
- - -
THE GRACZY DUELISTS PULLED.
- -
The Bryant Boys Arrested in 'Trigg
County Detective Brame.
Bob and Lawrence Bryant are in the
the Christian county jail. They were
arrested Tuesday afternoon in Trigg
county by Detective William Brame,
of Lafayette.
On Christmas day the two Bryant§
had a quarrel at Gracey about a jag of
whisky. They pulled pistols and began
firing at each other.
Everybody except the duelists and a
negro named Gaither fled into thestores
for protection. Gaither tried to get out
of danger, but he was brought to the
ground by a bullet in his leg.
Bob Bryant was shot in the shoulder
and painfully injured.
-.wale • •4111.--
mosT PERFECT MADE. Seientilic dentistry at moderate price*.
A pure Craps Crean, cf Tartsr Powder. Free
o autaint, Baltimore Dental Parlor& Summersiota Ammonia. Alum of any oh
• miss T)*STAMM& '1)11i/dine' tistitnt
Reubin Seargent tried to chop off his
wife's head with an axe Wel. morning.
He succeeded in severing her left ear
and inflicting a deep and ugly gash in
the back of her head.
The unfortunate woman is in a pre-
carious condition.
Seargent is naturally a mean negro.
He has committed numerous offenses.
The dastardly deed of to day may serve
ns a climax and a close of his career of
crime, for if the woman dies, and he is
captured, he will be tried for murder
and is certain to dangle from the end of
a rope.
Ttiesday meriting Seargent, whose
home is in the old trick building on
Railroad street, fronting the Ellis Ice
Factory, had a quarrel with his wife
He drew a pistol on her and threatened
her life. She swore out a s arrant for
his arrest, and, on her testimony, he
Was sentenced to a term of thirty-six
days in the workhouse.
The pi isoner made a desperate effort
to escape from the officers who convey-
ed him to the workhouse Tuesday af-
ternoon, but was apprehended.
Wednesday, Keeper Boyd put Sear-
gent to work on a pile of rocks. When
thegnards were not watching,he climbed
the high, barbed-wire fence which sur-
rounds the place and made his escape.
He went immediately to his home.
He picked up an axe in the back yard
and rushed into the room. His m ire
sprang from the chair in which she was
sitting. She saw murder In Seergent's
eyes.
"My God! Don't kill me !", she
shrieked.
"I'll fix you, se-- you," muttered
the brute. With a powerful stroke he
swept the ax through the air. In-
stinctively the woman dodged. This
quick movement prevented her head
from being split.
Her left ear was chopped from her
head, and the blade entered the skull.
With a scream of anguish she fell to
the floor and swooned Leaving her
eeltering in her blood, the fiend ran
from the room, brandishing the bloody
weapon, and fighting away the other
occupants of the house who had heard
the criss.
The last seen of Seargent he was ton-
ing down Twelfth street, still carrying
the axe. The police were informed of
what had taken place and a physician
was summoned to the bedside of the
negro's victim.
--
DEATH OF MRS. J. W. PRITCHETT,
Heart Disease Caused the Demise this
Morning of • Good Woman.
Mrs. John W. Pritchett, the estima-
ble wife of the well-known Sixth street
groer, died at four o'clock Wed. morn-
ing. She had been an invalid several
months, and was a great sufferer from
heart trouble, which disease caused her
death. Her death, however, was unex-
pected. She was down tots u shopping
Tuesday.
The many admirable traits of this
good woman, her chanty and kind
deeds made her beloved by all who
knew her. She will be missed in the
community. She was in the sixty-sev-
enth year of her age and was born in
Christian county, being before her mar-
riage a Mies Pennington.
Mrs. Pritchett for years had been
afraid that she would be buried alive,
and had often requested that her re-
mains be kept above ground at least
three days. Her husband and relatives
will be governed by this request and the
body will not be interred until 4atur-
day. Services will be held then at the
house conducted by the Rev. King, pas-
tor of the Cumberland Presbyterial)
Church.
MARRIED TUESDAY NIGHT.
--
Mr. Will ?closely and Miss Ids erlafree
Joined in Wedlock.
A pretty wedding was solemnized at
CaskyTues.night. The contracting per-
sons were Mr. W. E. Mosely and Miss
Ida Wiufree.
The ceremony took place at the home
of the bride's father, Mr. George Win-
free, and we witnessed by a number of
the relatives anu friends of the happy
couple. Rev. Mr. Crump officiated.
The ceremony was brief but impressive.
The bride is a pretty and attractive
young lady and is admired by all her
acquaintances. She is a niece of Judge
William P. Wiufree, of this city, and
has frequently visited here. The groom
is a woethy young farmer. He is gen-
tleman of intelligence and integrity.
Mr, and Mrs. Moeely were the recip-
ients of many handsome presents as
well as the good wishes and congratu-
lations of a host of friends.
  
-sees
Nu Will Found.
Mrs. Sue M. Keezee, has qualified as
administratrix of the estate of her hus-
band, the late John Keezee. He did
not leave a will. J. P. Bell, C. D. Bell
and Matto Peay are appointed ap-
praisers of the estate.
Stron
Nerves just as surely come from the of
Hood's Sarsaparilla as does the cure of
scrofula, salt rheum, or other so-called
blood diseases. This Is simply because
the blood affects the condition of all the
Nerves
bones, muscles and tissue*. If it is im-
pure it cannot properly sustain these
parts. If made pure, rich, red and vital-
ized by Hood's Sarsaparilla, it carries
health instead of disease, and repairs the
worn, nervous system as nothing else can
do. Thus nervous prostration, hysteria,
neuralgia, heart palpitation, are cured by
00 11S
Sarsaparilla
LIVE STOCK MARKET,
The Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere
Correctly Reported.
BROKER BOALES. REPORT
Offerings light. Quality common to
medium lags and leaf. New crop mov-
ing slowly.
Receipts for week 
Receipts for year 
Sales for week 
Sales for year
Rejections for week
25 Hhds
25
9e
98
28
HOPKINSVILLE QUOTATIONS.
LUGS.
Common 
 
  1 25(41 76
Medium   2 000r 2 75
Good .    3 00(a 3 50
LEAF.
Common 
 
2 50614 50
Medium 
 
5 00a8 50
Good   6 olka 10 00
FILLERS
Lugs 
 
1 0003 00
Leaf  3 011ea 5 00
SNUFF.
Lugs 
 2 000t3 e0
Leaf. 3 50«c 5 00
BREMEN.
Lugs 
 2 0003 60
Leaf 5 pow. 705
--
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 14, 1897.-Cattle
-The cattle market to-day was strong
at unchanged prices, with a good all-
round demand, whic.h absorbed the sup-
ply by the close. Arrivals of stock were
of fair quality and included some choice
stuff, which sold strongly up to top quo-
tations. The market was slightly Let-
ter for stockers, feeders, butchers and
canners than for other grades. Clear-
ance was good.
Calves.-The calf trade was sluggish
with light receipts and small attendance
of local butcher buyers All offering!'
were disposed of at prices ranging from
$3 00iii 5 00.
Seers shipping
Lista shipping
Best butchers
rat r to good butehers
Common to Itioillt1111 htltehorsthin, rough steers, pour et)
and scalawags 
Good to extra °Sett 
Common to medium Matt 
residers  
Airway re  
Hulls
Veel calves
. $s m a  415
ales a eV
17 Th
ate sal 
so a
bole.. mulch cows . 15 taX535
Fair to good milch cows . . 150042500
Hogs.-Offerings of hogs were light,
numbering about 3,000, and were of fair
quality, though running largely to the
lighter weights. The market opened at
$3 40 for extra good heavies, but almost
immediated dropped to $3 33 under the
influence of a Sc decline reported from
other points. Mediums brought $3 30e,
$3 35, and lights sold up to $3 30. De-
mand was steadily at these prices and
absorbed the supply.
Choice packing and butchers, 225
El a',
Fair to good packing. IS) to BC lb it :in
Good to extra light. RIO to ISOM ... 'Janata in
Fat shoats, 120 to 150 lb  . Viota
Fat shoats. 100 to UV 1b  ii 1111d.:1 ii
Houghs. 150 to 400 lb ........ fowl si5
Stockers 
 2 awe? 55
Sheep and Lambs.-The sheep and
lamb trade was active with extra good
stock bringing a shade above quota-
tions. In general, however, prices were
unchanged. Receipts were light and
were all sold.
Fair to good  2 iov,g2
Common to medium 
 I 00
Bucks 
 I filifitt
Extra iambi . x7reat et,
Fair to good 
 II 2U' 5,11 fs
Medium butcher lambs . ..... 5otga eJ
Tall ends or culls 
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the NEW ERA by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 2,164 Hide., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 1,318 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jaw let
amount to 2,164 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1896 on our market to this date
amount to 9,331 hhds.
The sales of new dark totem) on our
market this week amounted to 24
none of which were desirable quality.
The prices realized for it were low and
unsatisfactory. There was an improv-
ed demand for the medium to good
grades of old dark tobacco but common
lugs and leaf remain dull with brit few
friends. Good lugs are selling at prices
satisfactory to owners.
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for dark tobacco 1895
crop:
Trash 
 $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium lugs. 1 00 to 1 50
Dark rich lags, ex' quality 2 00 to 3 50
Common leaf 
 300 to 4 00
Medium to good leaf  4 00 to 5 00
Leaf of extra length  5 00 to 7 00
Wrappery styles 
 7 00 to 10 00
are the hest afterslitmet
,Plood's Pills Pill., 'Id avow& sw.
Beseess1111i ths One True Blood Purifier.
- -
SHF-EP EXPORTED.
During the year ending June 30 there
were 491,565 sheep exported. In eight
months of this year we sent abroad 267,-
216 head. The average valuation per
head was $4 27 in 1880 and $6 25 in 1896.
KEEP 'EM WARM.
Hoard's Dairyrnau says: "The man
who would set up a stove out of doors
to keep himself and his family warm
differs only in degree from the man who
fails to provide adequate shelter for his
stock ; and the man who keeps two fires
running where one would suffice is just
as wise as the one who feeds stock that
does not bring him a profit."
MORE NUTRITIOUS.
Pea and bean straw are much liked
by sheep, and, as they are somewhat
more nutritious that hay, it is desirable
to grow them for the flock. Beans are
not eaten with a relish at once, but the
sheep soon get accustomed to them, and
then eat them readily. It is the best
way to chop or coarsely srrind them
with corn or oats. One pound a day
will be excellent for the ewes right
along from this time on.
/ ft
fi 3
BABIES WITH SKINS ON FIRE
from itching and burning eczemas and other10(.13 and scalp tortures. r one but parental rest.
ise bow there little ones suffer. To know that
a wsi rn t•ath with CUTICIAIA 1'04(1. and 110Ingle
application of ('t.-m(11u iointmen,), the great
skin cure, will in the majority of ea.e• •rfordinatant relief, permit raid and sleep, sn,$ poin.
to- ntrerly "tire, and not 10 net them without a
moment's delay is to fall In our duty.
anid throughout the .nr14. Price. Ceelee••, inej
gOPP. 1.1c it•soira•r. VS. and Si Corns is,.c:riu (nip, %AP FIT.. 0.411011.
Ihr" now to Lurs rout, T..,rts rad If ebiee," mailed &ea
One Lost Day
is not much out of a lifetime, but t,,
a business man it may mean the lea
of a valuable opportunity. When
temporarily crippbsi with any pain
or weakness, for which an active
effective external remedy is nets1
nothing is so trateworthy an Johnson's
Itelladonna Plainer. It touches. tie
Rya and gives I he w•leonie relief. It
is made to anceteml- hut merely to
ell, seek for the Ited Crows on all
the gunnels
4011141110/4 JOHN"0,/,
Mate, rile I“ ng Ch. Mildas lass lurk.
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM.
Board of Snpervisors Adjourn Escaped Pris-
oner Captured Other Items.
No fireman will be; able to sleep
through a eonflagation now.
The City Council has closed a con-
tract with Electrician Muncey Moss to
furni:h the city with alarm bells.
There will be eight stations in the
city, one at each of the following
pl.ces: Ohio Valley del ot ;corner Eigh•
teentli and Virginia streets; L. & N.
depot :L.'kN. water tank; Jesnps Ave-
nue; North Main; Eleventh and Vir-
ginia streets and the court-house.
It M ill be an electric system. At each
station an alenn box will be placed.
Whot ver turns the crank starts ringing
gongs in the sleeping apartments of all
of the firemen. These gongs continue
to sound until the fireman answers the
call.
Work of constructing this system will
be commenced at once and will be com-
pleted in thirty days.
-
Adjourn Ten Days.
1 he Board of Supervisors adjourned
yerterday afternoon after two weeks'
work.
The Board will nr,et again after a
period of ten days to hear complaints.
Nimilsir of increases in tax lists have
been made and property owners will do
more than the usual amount of kicking.
Escaped Xrisoner Returned.
Mai dull Brame, of Lafayette,captur
ed Ed Dabney, col., at Gracey yteterdsy
afternoon and brought him to this city
and turned him over to Jailer William-
s-in. Dabney, who wits in jail for carry-
ing a pistol (steeped Nevernlweeks ago.
• • --me- ...es-
Aot ordiug to a celebrated auatotnist
there are upwards of 5,000,000 little
glands in the hunten stomach. These
glands pour out the digestive juices
which dissolve or digest the food. lie
digeet.ou is want of juice, weakness of
glands, need of help to restore the
health of these organs. The beet and
most natural help is that given by Sha-
ker Digestive Cordial. Natural because
It au' lilies the materials needed by the
glands to prepare the digestive juices.
Because it strengthens and invigorates
the glands and the stomach, until they
are able to do their work alone. Sha-
ker Derestive (ordial cures indigestion
certainly and permanently. It does so
by nut aral means, and therein lies the
secret of its wonderful and unvaried
success.
At Cruggists, price ten cents to $1.00
per bottle.
DR. CLARDY WILL SUBMIT A PLAN
Has a Good Thing to Explain to the
Ways and Means Committee.
Congressman Clardy has received per •
mission from the Committee on Ways
and Means, according to the Wash lug.
toll correspondent to the Courier-Jourie
al, to tender a written statement calcu-
lated to open foreign markets to the in-
dividual purchasers of tobacco in the
Unit. d States. England and Germany
are the only countries which have free
markets and offer to the American
farmer an opportunity to sell his tobac-
co. France, Italy, Spain and some
others buy entirely through what is
termed -regie" contracts. The con-
tracts are let to individuals and firms,
they agreeing to furnish so many hogs-
heads of the particular types wanted at
a stipulated price. The entire trade in
these countries therefore become noth-
ivg but a Government monopoly of the
worse kind becau,e these contractors ale
few in number and having an abundant
supply get together and fix the price on
all export grades. The farmer is there-
by forced to submit or his tobbacco can
not be sold. Dr. Clardy's statement
will put out how these obstructions may
be removed by friendly conference and
agreement with other countries and will
be submitted the latter part of the
week.
- •
SAYS IT WAS MERE SPECULATION
Judge Breathitt Denies That • Fusion
• Was Arranged.
A Sun reporter publishes an interview
with Judge James Breathitt regarding
the article reproduced in Monday's
NEW ERA from the Register:
"That is mere speculation. The ar-
ticle is untrue and there was no fusion
effected as a result of any conference.
To tell the truth Butler Keys was not
in Paducah, and does not intend to
make the race for Commonwealth's At-
torney, so far as I have been able to
find out,
"John Keys and D. L. Redding, Pop-
ulist and Republican respectively, were
casual visitors in Paducah, and did not
come for any such purpose as alleged by
the article. It is a fact that they were
in my room at the Palmer Howie lam
!light, together with John M. Meloan.
of Murray, but we did nothing but talk
the matter over. I do not say, however.
that a fusion was not mentioned, but
none was affected, and the matter
sands where it was before.
"I do not think that there will be any
other than a Democratic candidate for
commonwealth's attorney in the cam-
paign."
-- • -41111.P.-
A NATIVE OF CHRISTIAN COUNTY.
The Late Rev.' acy Was Born and Rear-
ed Near Pilot Rock.
The late Rev. Lary, who died this
week in Madisonville, was a native of
this county. His friends and relatives
here are numerous. He WAR born near
Pilot Rock in November 1816, and was
therefore over eighty years old.
The Madisonville Mail contains the
following sketch of the deceased: He
has been preaching the gospel for more
thee fifty years and was one of the old-
est preac-hers in the Baptist church. He
was very popular with young people,
and during his ministry had married
three hundred and sixty-four couples,
marrying the last couple while he lay
in bed a few days ago.
Mr. Litcy's first wife was a Miss
Meacham, and the reeult of their union
was six children. They are': Mr. Will
Lary, of Evansville; Dr. John Lary, of
Nashville; Mrs. C. Rice, of Lotesvilla;
Mrs. H. D. Boyle. Mrs. C. H. Young
and Mrs Sallie ;Prewitt, of this city.
After his wife's death he was married to
i Miss Georgia Proctor several years ago,
who survives him.
tIAKi
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and heathfulnese. Assures thefood again Mmst u and all forms of adul-teration common to the cheap brands.
ROYAL RAILING POWDER CO., New York,
A MEAN OLD MONTH.
All Sorts of Calamities Are
Predicted.
WARS, FIRES, STORMS.
An Astronomical Forecast of January Predicts
Some Very Lively Tim's.
The most celebrated astrologer of
modern times has made some predic-
tions concerning the latter part of the
present month. He says:
War rumors will be rife, fine frequent
and dissatisfaction on the part of the
public in general; this will begin the
critical portion of the month, the moon
at this time being opposition to the
tsevil plane in the second house, and as
a result there will be great increase of
crime, with many daring robberies,
some serious failures in business circles
will occur, and general depression in
stocks and seeurities. From the 15th to
18th will be cold weather, and indica-
tions point to the deaths of prominent
people, both here and abroad; this per-
iod would seem to indicate considerable
activity in naval affairs, and there will
be some significant gatherings of war-
ships; Spain is apt to be incensed at our
expressions of sympathy for Cuba, and
we may possibly hear of it in the thun-
dering of her guns.
All great powers throughout the land
will be greatly disturbed, sedition will
be in the air, the result of which, secu-
rities mill be affected and some serious
failures in business circles will occur,
followed by more fires.
On the morning of the 20th the moon
has passed through her own domain of
Cancer, and is well centred in Lee.
About this time, or possibly a little later
we will hear from the President in no
uncertain manner, and there will be
some light thrown on the many secret
orders that have been sent to our naval
authorities the past two months; there
will be important questions discussed in
Conferee!, and we will hear of some ex-
citing war lieWR ; some general activity
in trade will follow, with more failures
in business cirelee, and about the 45thnoss, not only in the Untied States, but there will be more cold weather andin ether rountries.-Matlisonville Mall, some serious fires. Near the latter date
^
NOTICE!
The people of Christian county, Ken-
tucky, M ill take notice that the Fiscal
Court of said county will meet at their
usual and customary place of meeti g
in the city of Hopkinsville, iurity of
Christian and State of Kt Mucky, on
Tuesday, the 6th day of April, 1897, for
the pm pose' of issuing new county Re
funding Donde to be sold for the pur-
pose of obtaining money with which to
pay off all outstanding bonds against
said county, which said bonds are of is-
sue July 1st, :1867, and amounting to
about 4100,000, or for the purpose of ex-
changing said new Bonds fur said old
Bonds as said Fiscal Court may deter-
mine; also for the purpose of calling in
said outstanding Bonds at maturity.
The terms and conditions of said new
Bonds wiil be fixed and determined by
said Fiscal Court at said time and place.
Done by order of the Christian Coun-
ty Fsscal Court, this January 6th, 1897.
JOHN W. BREATHITT,
Comity Judge.
OTHO ANDF:RSON,
County Attorney.
JOHN P. Peo,sse,
Counnty Clerk.
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Represent, a Sheep-Wash.
Mr. Wm. Jesup, of Fairview, was in
town yesterday iuterviswing our tobatobac-
cobuyers in regard to purcheing low-
grade tobacco of them, to be used it,
making a sheep wash by the foie he
represent& He wants great deal of
tobacco, an his firm does a limo. bust-
WEER WEDDED MONDAY,
Christian Counly Fernier Marries an
Attract,ve Belle cf Trigg.
E. B. Smith and Miss Mary E. New-
ton, the former from Bennettstowe,
Christian eounty, Ky., and the latter
front Trigg county, Ky., were married
at the Northiugtou Hotel Monday
at 2 o'clock, Rev. W. R. M. Crump, of
Casky, Ky., who accompanied them,
performing the ceremony.
The couple was accompanied by two
young friends, and they left for home
on the Princeton train Mine afternoon,
by which they came that morning.
They stat they were not elopers.-
Clarksville Chronicle.
More Curative Power
Is contained in a bottle of Hood's Sar-
saparilla than in any other similar pre-
paration. It costs the proprietor and
manufacturer more. It costs the jobber
more and it is worth more to the custo-
mer. It 11118 a record of cures unknown
to any other preparation. It is the best
to buy because it is the One True Blood
Purifier,
Hood's Pills are the best family cathar-
tic and liver medicine. Gentle, relia-
ble, sure.
I found good results fioui the use of
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tur-floney in the treat-
ment of my children for whooping
cough. Yours. RET. B. B. BAILEY,
Winchester, Ky.
Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.
••• •••••-•- - -
siA s hiss 11 1 ARIL I.
Reece and carnations for sale. Orden;
for flowers filled on short notice.
d2t Roe.tue H. DAGO.
Work as good as that done at Dayton,
Ohio, and Troy, New York, is now done
by Hopkinsville Steam Laundry. dlt
WANTED.-Lady and gentleman to
board. Apply to MRS. JULE WM-WEE,
Next to Bethel•College.
Ringing noises in the ears, snapping,
buzzing. roaring, caused by catarrh, al
disappear with the use of Hood's Sarsa-
parilla.
$100,000 to loan at 6S„. Call on Hig-
gins & Son. Fire Insurance, Real Es-
tate Agents, Room 1, Summer's block,
Hopkineville Ky.
FOR RENT :-Residence on Clay
street between 14th and 16th. Apply
to E. L. Foulke. tf
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Keen Your feathers
And trade them fora good Spring Mat-
tress or Bed Spriegs. which is ctineid-
ered the healthiest bed on eat th. • Wool,
Hides, Bees-wax, Feathers and Fore of
all kinds taken in xehan sge for 'enie.
Geo. R. Smith.
Shop will be at Perubroke and Hop-
kiln's- Me. w-2t
$1.50 spectacles for
50 cts. at Hardwick's.
Musical Instruments
of all kinds cheap at
Hardwick's.
Leave your watch,
clock and all repair
work at Hardwick's
jewelry store. He has
the finest watch-maker
in the south.
Closing out the last of
the Yates stock at any
price. Look and get
prices at Hardwick's.
Hardwick's
For Bargains!
Prices cut on all jew-
elry. Special prices on
Rogers Bros.'s knives,
forks and spoons.
At HARD WICK'S.
Solid silver novelties;
solid silver spoons; sol-
id.silver forks, solid sil-
id silver sets of all kinds
at Hardwick's.
Few Appreciate the Dangers
to which the expectant
mother is espied ire
she presses to her heart
her babe, and the dread
with which she looks
forward to the hour of
approaching mother-
hood. By the use of
"Mother's
Friend"
Bev. Lacy was a Matson, and the fun-
tbe body is made to yield
oral service Were conducted by that or- 
pleaaantly and without icternal protest to e
der at Odd Fellow's cemetery yesterday 
change a is iinrtergoitig Headache and asueeit
rclSWi 
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1 Rev 141(7 WWI a good 111611 Witt wism obtained a bottle of "Mother's 
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this eountry is apt to be assailed by
some of the foreign press, and there will
be activity in all news Heins ; the Span.
ish Government will receive some offers
of help, but without avail, and the cause
for Cuba will continue unabated. Near
the 2bth there will be some uprising
amoug the coneicts in prison and work-
houses, and probably Name fires in con-
nection with the same.
The month will end with unpleasant
weather with storms, and with the
effects of the conjunction of Saturn and
Herschel becoming apparent, the clos-
ing of the mouth will be marked by
stirring times; wrecks on the seas, and
much clanger to shipping; financial
aaitters strongly stirred up, and the
country in general will be amazed at
the damuge wrought by the elements.
ASTOR, Astrologer.
PROSPERITY'S FIRST
FRUIT FOR 1897.
THE GREAT
'PROSPERITY' SALE
Continued One More Week
for the Benefit of our Friends in the Country
who were unable to attend This Weeks Bar-
gain Giving.
IT'S A HISTORY MAKING.
RECORD MAKING EVENT!
Many pTew and Wonderful Bargains have bean
AdOed and Each Day Reveals New Oppor-
ttniities and Fresh Attractions.
We quote but a Few Straws "that show the
wind blows" : -
3 For flee White M us-
C Iln I see TrimmedHatidtrchlefs w.
All Wool Red 
10CFlannel -
Childrens t'nlion 0
Sults -
Men's All Won. I
HandkerePlefs • 10C
Imported Sarony
Yarn - - -
Imported Gellman- 1 nr,
town Yarn • •L%-f‘s
tiar‘‘te.tibb
. . 02c
White Pearl But• N.1%0ctun.. I, dos, for • 
Soft Finish Bleached A ,
Cotton, worth 6c
Hope Fine Bleached
Cotton 0150
Lonsdale Bleieled a1„
Masonville
Fruit of the lapin ‘111111i11. 04LS
25 in. Heavy Plaid
Cotton 31/2•
Fnll standard Fancy
Print?, ...  3%0
McGregor fine heavy
Cheviot Suiting  050
10-4 White' Grey
Blanket', per pair. _480
40 in, all wool Silk fin-
ish Serge, worth b0c. *WU
10-4 Pepperell Bleach-
ed Sheeting  190
;
Ladies Rubber
Overshoe, . 19c
Men's Rubber
Overshoes - 26c
MPS'S real Hem- 05nstitched H'dlis
Beal'ul Satin Pa- 
7
3c
mask table linen
Chi'n Ribbed w-ool 
10Chose, worth as, -
Men, Wool latwks 15c
worth 400 • •
I wiles Fast Illselt 1150
seartilesa bole w
Meti'l. Good
Rusperiderm • • 05o
seam less 
Sucks -
080
dot
.MONDAY, JANUARY 18th 
will be Memorable day-a general tearing
dovin of magnificent values.
,..BASSETT & CO„
COX & BOULIVARE
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l invcatory Said aa
An Invoice pilways brings to light
odds and ends, and sometimes full
64 lines or seasonable goods that a mer-
chant prefers to sell at cost and even
at an actual loss, rather than carry
them over.
We have just finished our Regular
I January 
inventory, and it has
brought out an unusually large lot of
odds and ends that we are very lAnx-
ious to close out, and it prices will do
it, it will be done.
haven't room to itemize, but you
can count on finding tremendous big
bargains in every department in our
store.
I
3
1 Boots, Shoe, Clothing, and Men's aFurnsshings.
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,,t)NG OF DR'UNKARD3.
DR. TALMAGE'S CALL TO REFORMA-
TION FROM DISSIPATED HABITS.
The Unfair Enemies of David 01.1 Music
se Use Church- .t ` sung That Is the Cost-
llama Song am Earth The Low Note eif
sseetteasess.
Weameome, Jan. 10.-Thia die-
'curse of Dr. Talmage is from a most
unusual standpoint, an arousiug call to
reformation from dissipated habits, and
must do wide good. The text was
Psalms UM, 12, "I was the song of the
drunkards."
Who said that? Was it David, or was
it Christ? It was both. These MeitSitillie
Psalms are like a telescope. Pull the
instrument to a certain range, and it
shows you an object near by. Pull it to
another range, and it will show you ob-
jects far away. David and Christ were
both, each in his own time, the song of
the drunkards. Holinese of doctrine and
life always did excite wicked merri-
went. Although David liad fully re-
formed and written • psalmody in
which all subsequent ages have sobbed
out their penitence, his enemies pre-
ferred to fetch up his old career and put
into metric measures sins long before
forgiven. Christ, who committed uo
sin, was still more the subject of unholy
song, because the better one is the more
iniquity listen him. Of the best being
whose voice ever moved the air or whose
foot ever touched the earth, it might be
said:
The byword et the parming throng,
The ruler's scoff. the drunkard's song.
The earth fitted up for the human
race, in congratulation the morning
stars sang a song. The Israelitish army
safe on the bank of the Red sea and the
Egyptians clear under the returned wa
ter, Moms sang a song. One of the mos
important parts of this great old Book
is Solomon's song. At the birth of on
Lord the Virgin Mary and old Simeon
and angelic prima donnas in hovering
clouds sang a song.
Ballad of the Inebriate.
What enrichment hall been given to
the world's literature and enjoymeu
by the ballads, the canticles, tbe dis
cants, the datiee, the iouudelays, the
epics, the lyrics, tbe dithyrarues! But
my text mils attention to a styes of
song that I think has never been die-
m:treed upon. You sometime@ hear this
style of music when passing a saloon
or a residence in which dissipation is
ascendant, or after you have retired at
night you bear it coming out of tbe
street from those who, having tarried
long at their cups, are on their way
bane-the ballad of the inebriate, the
serenade of the aleoholized. or what
my text calls the song of the drunk-
ards.
For practical and saving and warn-
ing and Christian purposes I will an•
nounce to you the characteristics of
that well known cadence mentioned in
my text. First I remark that the song
of the drunkards is an old wing. Much
of the music of the world and of the
church is old music. First came the
music of percussion, the clapping cym-
bal, which was suggented by a hammer
on an anvil, and then the sighing of the
wind across the rends suggested tbe
flute, and then the strained silltVis of
the tortoise acroes its shell suggested
the harp. But far back of that, and
uearly back as far as the moral collapee
of our firat parentage, is the ming of the
drunkards. That tune was sung at least
4,243 years ago, when. the deluge past,
Noah came out of the ark. and us if
disgusted with too much prevalence of
water he took to strong drink and stag-
gered forth, for all ages the first known
drunkard. He sounded the first note of
the old musio of ieebnety. AD Arab
author of A. D. 1310 waste, "Noah,
being come out cf the ark, ordered each
of his sons to build a house."
The Devil's Vine.
Afterward they were occupied in POW-
ing and in planting tree!, the pippins
and fruits of which they bad found in
the ark. The vine alone was wanting,
and they could not diacover it. Gabriel
then informed them that the devil had
desired it, and indeed had some right
to it. Hereupon Noah summoned him
to appear in the field and said to him:
' "Ob, accursed! Why bast thou carried
away the vine from me?" "Because,"
replied the devil, "it belonged to me."
"Shall I part it for you?" said Gabriel.
"I ccnsent," said Noah, "and will
leave him a fourth." "That isnot suffi-
cient for him," said Gabriel. "Well, I
will take half," replied Noah, "and he
&hail take the other." "That is not
sufBeient yet," resporded GabrieL "He
must have two-thirds and thou one, and
when thy wine shall have boiled on the
ilre until two-thirds are gegiellPhe re-
mainder shall be aesigned for thy use."
a fable that illustrates how the vine
has been misappropriated.
Benhadad and 32 allied kings, riot-
ing in a pavilion, took up the same
bacchanal. Nebel was rendering that
drunkards' eong when his wife, beauti-
ful Abigail, came back from her expe-
dition to save her husband. Herod was
singing that song when the daughter of
Herodiaa whirled in the dance before
him. Belsbazzar and • thousand lords
renewed that song the night the hand-
writing came out on tbe plastering of
the wall and the tramp of the besieging
host was beard on the palace etairs.
Ahasuerus gang that song when, after
seven days of carousal, he ordered
Vastiti to come into the presence of the
roaring guests without her veil on-a
January story trying to command
June morning. Ob, yes! The song of
the drunkards is an old mong. King Cy-
rus boasted that he could drink more
wine than his brother. Drunkennesa
wee so rife among the Lacediensoniana
that Lyettrgus had all the vines of tbe
vineyard. destroyed. Paul excoriates
the Corinthians for turning the com-
munion of the Lord's Supper at church
into a carousal. Isaiah mentions tbe
drunkards of Ephraim. So much were
the Athenians given to wasiteil that a
law was passed giving a man double
punishment for crime wbile intoxicated
-tbe first punishment for the crime, and
the other for the iutoxication.
The Crime of Alexander.
It was a staccato passage in that seng
when Alexander the Great art ee from a
benquet and struck a spear through the
heart of Claim while putting up the
curtains, and, horrified at what was
done, withdrew the sword from the
dead body and attempted to take his
own life. In the time of Oliver Crom-
well tbe evil was so great that offend-
ers were compelled to wear what wan
called "the drunkard's cloak "-namely,
a barrel, with one end of it knocked out
and a hole in the opposite end, the arms
thrust through boles at the sides of the
barrel. Samuel Johnson made merry of
his own inebriacy. Oh, this old song!
All the centuries have joined in. Among
the first songs ever sung was the song of
the drunkards.
Again, this' song of the drunkard, is
an expeneive song. The eonntagm and
the Parepa Roses and Nesicus and the
other renderers of elevated and divine
soloe received their thqueande of dol-
lars per night in colisiume and acade-
mics of music. Some of the people of
small means almost pauperized them-
selves that they might sit a few even-
ings nutter the encbantment of those
anitels of sweet &auntie. I paid $7 to
bear Jenny Lind ring when it was not
very easy to afford the $7. Very expen-
sive is such music, but the comfiest
song on earth is the drunkards' acing. It
costs min of body. It costs ruin of
mind. It costs ruin of soul. Go right
down among the residential emcee of
any city and yon can find once beauti-
ful and Inzaricas homesteads that were
expended in this destructive music.
The lights have gone out in the draw-
ing room, the pianos have ceased the
pulsation of their keys, the wardrobe
hem loin its last article of appropriate
attire. The Belehazzarean feast bas left
nothing bat the broken pieces of the
crashed dila] i
The Hasa Expensive Music.
Them it stands, the ghastliest thing
ent earth-the remnant of a drunkard's
home. The costlieet thing on earth is
sin. The moat expeneive of all music is
the song of the drunkards. It in the
higbest tariff of nat.ona-not a protect-
ive tariff. but ft tariff of doom, a tariff
of woe, a tariff of death. This evil
whete the knives of the aesassine, cute
the moat of the wounds of the hospital,
makes neeeesary most of the al rnshousee,
canoes the most of tbe ravings of the
insane asylum and puts up moat of the
iron bars of the penie ntieries. It has
its hand today on the threat of the
American republie. It is the eakmaster
of nations, and the homer: race crunches
Wag meatLessia,„ Jimoimeg Ihe
tha load
' 'e'erfeeese-
• • ?"
7.;"
etteeem-
Melte/es lialT for Its wrcb at, ....Lune%
the clank of chains, the chatte ing teeth
of poverty, the rattle of exeeutionerei
scaffold, the creaking door the de-If
Betted home, the crash of a ipwreclis
and the groan of empires. Th $2,020,-
000,000 which rum costs thie country
in a year in the destruction of grain
and sugar and the eupportielg of the
paupers and the invalids and the crimi-
nals which strong drink cauites is only
a small part of what is paid fel. this ex•
pensive song of the drunkards
Again, this song of the dreukards is
a multitudinous song-not a stole, not a
duet, not a quartet, not a sextet, but
millions on millions are this Ilionr sing
ing it. Do not think that gleoholie
ham this field all to itself. tubas pow
erful rivals in the intoxicants of Lithe
hations-basheesh, and arrack, au
• pulque, and opium, and guava an
mastic, and wedro. Every maim, bar
[stoic as well as civilized, hap its pe
intoxicant. This song of the erunkan
is rendered in Chinese, Iiinduensuee,Ara
team Assyrian, Persian, Mexieau-yea
all the languages. All zones jein it. N
continent would be large enough for th
choir gallery if all those who eiave tbi
libretto in their hands should attend aid
by side to chent the internationel chorus.
Other throngs are just learnine the eigh
notes of this deathful music !which i
.
already mastered by the orceestrue i
full vdice under the batons in fell swing
,
1 All the musicians assembled at Dus
seldorf, or Berlin, or Boston peace ju
bilee, rendering symphonies, irequiem
or graud marches of Mendelmohn o
Wagner or Chopin or Handeli were in
significant in numbers as eompare
with the innumerable througai host be
side host, gallery above gallery, wh
are now pouring forth the mum of th
drunkards. I
leers ago, staimiug ueTiritta Duller'
The Song of Sal
board in New York on the uhitlit of
presidential election day as lhe pew
came in and the choice of the America
people was finally announced, there
were people in the streets who sang
r roistering and frivolous songs, but in
the "Net one man, in deep, strong,
resonant voice, started, to tha tune of
"Old Hundred:" "Praise God, From
, Whom All Blestsings Flow," end soon,
all up and down the street. the voices
t joined in the doxology. May God speed
• the day when the song of rdscue and
salvation shall drown with an over.
whelming surge this mighty!tiong of
the drunkards! !
Again, the song of the tamikards i
a suggestive song. You hear LI nureery
refrain, and right away you Oath's of
your childhood home and brothers and
sisters with whom you have played
and mother long since gone to:s rest.
You hear a national air and yeti think
of tbe encampment of 1863, and the
still night on the river banke and the
campfires that shook their reflections
up and down the faces of the regiment.
You hear an old church tune :and you
are reminded of the revival seeped amid
which you were brought to God. Noth-
ing so brings up associations *a a song
sung or played upon an instrument, and
the drunkards' song is full of sugges-
tion. As you hear it on the street quite
late some night you begin to say to
youreelf : "I wonder if he Muria moth-
er? Is his wife waiting for hire? Will
bis children be frightened whee be en-
ters the front door and etaggerm whoop-
ing, up the stairs? What chancel is there
for that young man, started so early on
the down grade? In what busiaess will
he succeed? How long before that man
will run through his propertyt I won-
der how he got so far astray? Can any
influence be wielded to fetch hini back?
He must have got into bad eimpany.
Who led him off?", So you mieloquize
and guess about this man whale voice
you hear on the street limier the star-
light.
Generally a Chorus. I
Notice that the second nouni of my
text is in the plural. Not "drunkard,"
but "drunkards." It would be dull
work to sing that song solitary and
alone. It is generally a chome They
are in groups. On that downward way
there must be companionship. Here and
there is a man so mean as always to
drink alone, but generous men, big
hearted men, drinking at bar or in res-
taurant or in clubhouse, feel mortified
to take the beverage unaccoMpanied.
There must be some one with whom to
click the rim of the glasses, sottie one's
health to propose, some sentienent to
toaat. There must be two, and Mill bet-
ter if four, and still better if six; to give
zest to the song of the drunkard,. Those
who have gone down could mention the
name of at least one who helped them
down. Generally it is some eine who
waa a little higher up in sociall life or
in financial resourceis. Our frirnd felt
flattered to have an invitation item one
of superior name. Each one drank not
only when be felt like it, but Yellen the
other felt like it. Neither wanted to
!teem lacking in sociality wheni he was
invited. So a hundred thensaad meu
every year are treated into bell. Togeth-
er are they manacled of evil habit; to-
gether they travel toward their doom;
together they make merry over tne cow-
ardice or Puritanical sentiment of those
who never indulge; together tbiey join
their voices in the song of the :drunk-
ards. Lf the one proposes to stop, the
other will not let him stop. When men
are getting down themselves, they do
not want their associates to turn back.
These wbo turn back will be the scoff
and caricature of those who keep OD,
and there will be conspiracy to bring
them back to their old places and their
old environment and so have them re-
new the song of the drunkards. There
wait a tragedy in New York, September,
1845. A man of marvelous batural
gifts had, after arriving from his home
in England, fallen into dismipated hab-
ita, and being a fine singer as well as
impersonator entertained many a bar-
room group at Newburyport, Boston
and New York, but by the graces:A God
and the kindness of one Joel Stratton
had been rescued and took the platform
for temperance and moved vast audi-
ences toward a better life.
A Glass of "Soda.* ,
"Destroy him!" said some of his old
sesociatee, aud they set a trap )for his
feet. "How do you do, Mr. Geeigh%"
said some one on the street in New
York. He pretended to be an hid ac-
quaintance and said, "I suppote you
are so piorm now and have got to be PO
proud that you will not drink a glass of
soda water with an old shipluate."
"Oh, yes," mid Mr. Gough, "a will
drink a glass of soda water with arty-
body. I will drink a glass with you."
They went down Chambers etteet to
Chatham street and into a place where
"Best Soda" was announced it the
door. After some delay there wee hand-
ed to him a glass of soda water taid to
be flavored with raspberry; but, ohm, it
was rum, that flew to his braip and
sent him through the street an insane
mem, and weeks pooled Lefere he came
to himself and implored the pardon of
the Christian church that he bad join-
ed and resumed hie wondrous career for
God and righteousness. But ail the
grogshops and places of dissipation rang
with merriment at the temporary tiown-
fall. All the grogmhope and wine Cellars
of America took up with new voite and
new gusto and new eutbusiasni and
new diabolism the song of the drunk-
ards.
There looms up in my memory one
of the beet and noblest frienda II ever
bad. He bad been for 30 years st con-
sistent member of the church. Ilknew
not that at about 21 years of doge be
bad followed the sea and habits of ine-
briacy bed been fixed upon him. But,
converted to God, be began a ne* life.
Y et it was a 30 years' war againtit the
old appetite. But about this struggle I
knew nothing until he was dead. While
absent during my summer vacatlion I
received a telegram announcing his
death and amking mesa° come and oftl-
cisto at his obsequies.
I arrived at the moment the service
was to be-gin and had not much time to
make inquiries about his lam hours. In
my remarks, without any limitations, I
extolled his •irtues while and
spoke of the heavenly raptures into
which be had entered. Afterward I
found that he had died of delirium tre-
mens in the hospital, bee:auese be was so
violent he could not be Itifficiently re-
strained in his beautiful home lie had
been seized in the street with •solent
pains of body and went into an apothe-
cary store to get medical relief. Some-
thing there given him set on fire his old
appetite for strung drink, and, utteely ir-
reeponsible, be went from liquor *tore
to liqpor store, until, a raving maniac,
the Ufficere of the law bound- him and
tot k h h I• f •Some time after I said to the deetler in
the hoepital, "Of what did hp die?"
and the anewer was "Cenmatiou
bruin." I mid: "Doctor, I a., et to i
know the hx.rteoss _factie leg_
4.
pastor, and he Was one of the best friends
I ever hud. Was it delirium amend?"
And thee doctor responded, " Yes. " Did I
regret that at his obsequive I bad extol-
led his virtues and spoken of the heaven-
ly joys upon which he had entered? No.
I do not think that my friend RV as any
more responsible for the mode of his
taking off than a typhoid fever patieut
in delirium is responsible for leaping
out of the fourth story window. But
while we were heartbroken about bis
going away 1 think that iu the saloons,
to those who heard of his membership
of the church arid the tragedy of his de-
parture, he became, us did the Dill: id
' and the Christ of my text, the song of
w the drunkards.
A Song Easily Learned.
r I Again, the song of the drunkards
d learned. Through what lehie and
d ;difficult drill one must go to succeed as
• !an elevated and iiimpiritig singer. Eta-
t !ma Abbott, among the most eminent
cantatrices that ever enchanted aced-
' 'entice of music, told me on ocean ship's
deck iu answer to my question,
o "Whither are you bound?" "I am going
o to Berlin and Paris to study music."
e "What!" I said. "After ull your world
o reuowned successee in nacelle, going to
study?" Then she told tue through what
t hardships, through what eielf denials,
4 through what almost killing fatigues
she had gone in order to be a singer,
• ! and that when, in her earlier days, a
great teacher of mu•io had told her
there were certain notes she could nev-
e er reach she said, "I will reach them,"
3 and through doing nothing else but
. I practice for five years she did reach
d them. Oh, how many heroes and hero-
' ines of musical achievement! There are
• songs which are easy to hear, but most
e difficult to reuder. When Handel, with
a new oratorio, entered a room where a
n group of musicians had assembled and
said, "Gentlemen, you all read music?"
1: they said, "Yes, we play in church."
"Very well," said the great composer.
n "Play this." But the performance was
so poorly done Handel mopped his ears
and mid: "You play in church! Very
weal, for we read the Lord is long put-
feriug, of great kinduees und forgiving
of iniquity, transgression aua sin. But
you shull not play for me." Pure mu-
sic, whether fingered on an instrument
or trilled from human lips, is most dif-
ficult. But cue of the easiest Firings to
learn is the song of the drunkards.
Anybody can learn it. In u little while
. you can touch the highest note of rein-
s 
viviality or the lowest note of besotted-
Mae. Begin moderately, a sip here and
a sip there. Begin with claret, go on
with ale, and wind up with cognac.
First take the stimulant at a wedding,
then take it at meals, then take it be-
tween meals, then all the time keep
your pulse under its stealthy touch.
In six months the dullest scholar iu
this Apollyonic music may become au
expert. First it will be sounded in a
hiccough. After awhile it will be beard
in a silly ha, lia! Farther on it will be-
come a wild whoop. Then it will en-
able you to ruu up and down the five
lines of tbe musical scale infernal.
Then you will have mastered it-the
soug of the drunkard.
None Too Old to Emmy.
The moat skillful way is to adopt
the modern theory and give the intoxi-
cant to your children, saying to your-
self, "They will in after life meet the
intoxicants everywhere, and they must
get used to seeing them and tasting
them and controlling their appetites."
That is the best way of teaching them
the song of the drunkards. Keep up that
mode of education, and if you have four
boys at least three of them will learn
the drunkards' song and lie down in a
drunkard's grave. and if I ever laid a
wager, I would lay a wager that the
four will lie down with the other three.
Or if the education of the children
this music should be neglected, it is not
too late to begin at 21 years of age. The
yelling man will find plenty of young
men who drink. They are in every cir-
cle to be found. eurely, my boy, you
are not a coward and afraid of it? Sure-
ly you are not going to be hindered by
sumptuary laws or the prejudices of
your old father and mother? They are
behind the times. Take something.
Take it often. Some of the greatest poets
and orators have been notorieus imbib-
ers. If you are to enter a parlor, it
malted; you more vivacious and Chester-
fieldian. If you are to transact busi-
ness, your customer is apt to buy more
if yon have taken with hien a sherry
cobbler. If yon are to make a speech, it
will give you a glibber tongue. Muck
could compose his best mimic by having
his piano taken into time midst of a
meadow and a bottle of champagne
placed on each side of bine The earlier
you begin to learn. tbe song of the
drunkards the easier it is, but none of
you is too old to learn. Yon can begin
ut 50 or 60, under prescription of a doc-
tor fur aids to digestion er breaking up
of infirmities and dome life by tender-
ises the song of the . drunkards so well
that all pandemonium will encore the
performance and want it again and
again.
Furthermore, the last characteristic
of the drunkards' song is FO tremendous
that I can hardly bring myaelf to men-
tion it. The drunkards' song is a con-
tinuous song. Once start that tune and
you keep it up. You have known a hun-
dred men destroyed of strong drink.
You cannot mention five who got fully
started on that road and stopped. The
grace of God can do anything, but it
does not do everything. Religion saves
!tome. Temperance societies save some.
The Bowery mission saves some. The
Central mission saves some. But a
hundred thousand who are annually
slain by strong drink are uot saved at
all.
A Erolmaged Song.
1 have beep at a cencert which went
on for two hours and a half, and many
people got up and left because it was
too long, but 95 per cent of those who
are singing the drunkards' song will
to the last breath of their lungs and the
last Leat of their hearts keep on render-
ing it, and the galleries of earth and
heaven and hell will stay filled with
astounded spectators. It is such a con-
tinuous and prolonged song that one
feels like making tbe prayer which a
reformed inetiriete once made: "Al-
mighty God! If it be thy will that man
should suffer, whatever seeineth good
in thy eight impotie upon me. Let the
bread of affliction be given me to eat.
Take Dan me the friends of my COLA-
deuce. Let the cold hut of poverty be
ray dwelling place mid the weediest
hand of ediemeite inflict its painful tor-
meets. Let me sow in the whirlwind
and reap in the storm. Let those have
me in derision who are younger than I.
Let the ',lifting away of my welfare be
like the teeting of a num] and the
shouts of my enemies like tlie rushing
of waters. When I anticipate, good, let
evil annoy me. When I look for light,
let darkness come upon me. Let the
terrore of death be ever before me. Do
all this, but save me, merciful- God,
save me from the fate of a drunkard!
AlnYttriul.'ree, this sermon is net so much
for cure as for preventien. Stop befell)
you start, if 'yeu fergive the sole-
cism. The clock of St. Paul's cathedral
struck 13 one midnight and so saved
the life of a sentinel. The soldier wait
arrested anti tried for hilliest asleep at
his post one midnight, but he declared "
that he was awake at midnight, and in
proof that be was awake he said that
he had heard the unusual occurrence of
thee clock striking 13 inatead of 12. He
was laughed to worn and sentenced to
death, but three or four persons, hear-
ing of the case, came up in time to
sweae that they, too, heard the clock
strike 13 that same midnight, and so
the man's lifo was spared. My hearers,
if you go on and thoroughly learn tbe
drunkards' song, perhaps in the deep
midnight of your soul there Dray sound
something that will yet effect your
nioral and eternal rescue. But it is a
risky "perhaps." It is exceptional. Go
ahead on that wrong road and the
clock will more probably strike the 12
that dome your day of opportunity
than that it will strike 13, tho sound of
your deliverance.
A few Sabbaths ago, on the steps of
this church, a man whom I had kuown
in other years coufrouted me. At the
fine glance I saw that he was in the
fifth and last act of the tragedy of M-
b 'tolerance. Splendid even in his ruin!
The same brilliant eye, and the same
ceurtly manners, and the remains of
the DRIB(' endowmentet, but
a wreck. I heel sewn that craft when it
plow«I the watere, all sails set and run-
ning by true compass; wife and chil-
dren end friends on board, himself com-
manding in a voyage that he expected
would be glorious, putting into proaper-
ono harbors of earth anti at last putting
. 1 • !
wreck, towed along by low appetites,
thatsver and _Amon zap _LIM into the
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breakers-a wreck of hody, a wreck of
mind, a wreek of soul. "Weere is your
wife?" "I do not know." "Where are
your children?" "I do not know."
"Where is your God?" '•1 do not
know." That main is coming to the last
verse' et that twig cantata, that pro-
traicted threeedy, that terrille song of
the drunkards.
Tara. and Live.
But if these weir& thould come-for
you know the largest audience I reach I
euver rec at all-I say if thew, words
shoule come, though at the ends of the
earth, to any fallen man, let me say to
him: Be the exception to the general
rule and turn and live while I recall
to you a scene in England, where some
' one said to an inebriate as iln was go-
ing out et church her: there was ft
great uwaltening, "N\ hy don't you sign
the pledge?" lie answered, "I have
signed it 20 times and will never sign
it again." "Why, then," raid the geu-
teener' talking to him, "dun t you go
up find kneel at that altar amid those
other penitents?" lie took the advice
and went end knelt.
After a*hile a little girl, in rags
and soaked with the rain, looked in the
church door, and Mottle One FAid, "What
are you doing here, little eat?" She
said: "Please, str, I heard t1.4 my father
is here. Why, that is my father up
there, kneeling now." She weet up and
put her mins areund her tether's neck
and said, "Father, what are you doing
here?" and he said, "I am asking God
to forgive me." Said she, "If he for-
gives you, will we be happy again?"
"Yee, ray dear. " "Will we hare enough
to cat again?" "Yes, my dear." "And
will you never strike us again?" "No,
my child." "Wait here," said she,
"till I go and call mother." And soon
the child came with the mother, and
the mother, kneeling beside her hus•
band, said: "Sate me too! Save me
too!" And the Lord heard the prayers
at that altar, and one of the happiest
homes in Englaud is the home over
which that father and mother now lov-
ingly preside. So, if in this sermon I
have warned others against a dissipated
life, with the fact teat so few return
after they have. once gone astray, for
the encourageeant o: those who would
like to return, I tell you God wants
you to come back, every one of you, and
to come back now, and more tenderly
and lovingly than any mother ever
lifted a sick child oat of a cradle and
folded it in her arms and crooned over
it a lullabls- and rocked it to anei fro,
the Lord w:11 take you up and fold you
in the arms of his pardoning love.
There's a wideness in God's mercy,
Like the widenesi of the Pea;
Tilert•./1 a kindness in Ids justice,
WhivIi .1 more than 1.bertr.
Sometimes It seems
to weary woman that
she must certainly
give up. The sim-
plest and easiest
-work becomes au
almost insurmount•
able task. Lassitude
almost overcomes
h e r . Nervousness
a n d sleeplessness
and pain harass het
and life seems hardly
worth the living.
That her sufferings
are due solely to her own fault seldom
occurs to her, but often it is so. Health,
strength and vigorous vitality are hers if
she will but ask and reach for them.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription Wig
made for her. Dr Pierce's Golden Med.
ical Discovery was made for her. The for-
mer is for the ills distinctly feminine, the
other for her general systetn. Tosrether
they supply a scientific and successful
coarse of treatment. The " Favorite Pre.
acription " restores healthy, regular adios
to the organs distinctly feminine. It forces
out all impurities, strengthens the tissues,
allays irritating inflammation. The "Gold-
en Medical Discovery " makes appetite,
helps digestion, promotes assimilation.
E:Is ont the hollows in cheeks and nect
with good solid flesh and brings back the
gladsome glow of girlhood. Best of all,
with these remedies there is no need of
detested "examinations" and " local treat.
mem " abhorrent to every modest
woman
T'nousands of grateful wornen have
written letters like this :
SIRS. Salta:SIVA M. CRANMEllt. of Box 3A. IA
Rov, Bradford Co, Ft: , writes. " It is with pleas
ure that write these few lines in favor of Dr
Tierce'• Golden Medical Discovery and ' Fa-
vorite Prescription '-the medicines which have
done me so much good. I Min completely run
down so that could scarcely drag myself around
the house, had been get'ing weaker •nd worse
for several years until I lost al! of ever get.
ling any better. I took loer hottles of each of
your medicines •nd am now perfectly well"
Respectfully yours,
-9•201,Vt0,1
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Adviser, a moo page doctor hook, profusely
illustrated, of which 6So,oco Icive been sold
at 51.50 a copy. will be sent FREE on re.
ceipt of it cents to pay posrNre and wrap-
ping oniv. S DISPENSARY
ICAL AssoCtArioN, Buffalo, N. Y.
The Enemy Is Ours!
The grippe usually leaves the suf-
ferer in a very feeble condition, with a
persistent cough and other premoni-
tory symptoms of pulmonary affection.
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup promptly
administered at- tl.e be::inning of an
attack of grippe, will forestall that dan-
gerous enemy to lice--consumption,
Mrs. Maggie Tulga, Ironton, Ohio,
says : "It affords me much pleasure
to bear testimony to the merits of Dr.
Bull's Cough Syrup. I had been a
sufferer from the grippe fur a week, I
tried a bottle of Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup,
and after taking it, was completely
cured of the dreadful cough and disease.
I cheerfully recommend it to all suf-
erers." Dr. Bullet Cough Syrup is
sold everywhere for es cents.
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Your taking well here.
Blood Poison,
Contagious Wood Poison has been ap-
propriately called the curse of mankind.
It is the one disease that physicians can-
not cure; their mercurial arid potash
remedies only bottle up tbe poison in
the system, to surely break forth in a
more virulent form, resulting in a total
wreck of the system.
Mr. Frank B. Martin, a prominent
jeweler at 926 l'ensylvania Ave., Wash-
ington,D.C.,says:
I was for a long
time under treat
ment of two of
the best physi-
cians of this city,
for a severe case
of blood poison,
but my condition
grew worse all
the while, not-
withstanding the
fact that they
charged nie three
sa, 'hundred dollars.
.ie6/ My mouth was
filled with eating sores; my tongue was
almost eaten away, so that for three
months I was unable to taste any eolid
food. My hair was coming out rapidly.
and I was in a horrible fix. I had tried
various treatments, and was nearly dis-
couraged, when a friend recommended
S.S.S. After T had taken four bottles, I
began to Fet better, end alien I had
finished eighteen bottles, I was cured
sound and well, my skin was without a
blemish, and I have had no return of
the disease. S.S.S.saved me from a life
of misery." S.S.S. (guaranteed purely
vegetable) will cure any case of blood
poison. Books on thedisease
and its treat-
ment. mailed
free by Swift '
Specnic Co.,
Atlanta, C.a.
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shot to death. When the last vollel
told that the work was completed Gen. 
us mans Menthbi
le M. a:feet eurrst, and nese rellebts
for
Key West, Fla., January 9.-Gen.
Gomez has at last begun the work of
reprisal against the Spaniards. He has
put to death 114 prisoners and an-
nounced his purpose to keep np that
[obey until the Spaniards are' brought
to a sense of their duty toward hutuani
ty. For two years the se ar ham waged
on the island. During that entire time
not a life has been sacrificed by the Cu-
bans to the spirit of hate. Nut only
ham Gen. Gomez enforced the most hu-
mane treatment of prisoners, but he has
fed them when provisions for his own
men were scant.
lu the face of this effort to carry out
the rules of war eapt. Gen. Weyler has
formed au alliance with the plateadorm
uud protects them in their work of de-
vastation. The assassination of Gen.
Mimeo affected Gen. Gomez deeply.
The death of hi own son at the same
time added to the bitterness of his feel-
ings, but he did not act upon impulse
He rent trusted messengers to ascertain
the exact facts. They reported to him
on the 28th of December, showing ;be-
yond doubt that Mateo and his son had
been basely led into ambush and asses-
tainted His ietolution was at once
made to make terms w it the plateadors
and to show no quarters to Spaniards
who did not surrender peacefully.
:Putting his men in motion, he made.
an attack upon the central Mocha, cross-
ing the island tit Maroti. The Spanish
garrieon at logo de Aisne resisted]
stongly, but wam overwhelmed and 114
prisoners taken. Now the time had
conie for the black flag. The men were
notified that accord ng to the precedent
set by their own Government they
should prepare to meet their fate. They
were given an opportunity of -writing
meseages to their friends in Spain, and rreleleleeseenereserire----retore leireeleeethen in groups of twenty-five they were 4, h
Gomez made a speech to his men, say- te
ing:
' Now the death of Maceo is partly
avenged."
DIFAXSTED WITH WETLER.
There is considerable friction between
the Coneervative pary and the Captain
General, and it has been so pronounced
that the President of the Coneervative
party, Senor Apeategnla, has left Cuba
for Spain, in order to speak to the Gov-
ernment at Madrid, protesting against
the methods of,Gen. Weyler. There is
trouble also between Weyler and the
sugar planters. The Captain General
does not allow the sugar planters to
make any sugar this year, because if
they make sugar that is an evident fact
that they are asaisting the insurgents,
se the Spanish could not protect these
estates, as it is an established fact that
they can not protect their property in
Cuba.
Reporte from Pinar del Rio are to the
effect that Weyler'e withdrawal has en-
couraged the insurgents greatly. An
attack was made on the Mocha Monday,
near the southern end, and four of the
forts destroyed, the garrisons deserting
upon the appearance of the insurgents
in force. During one attack the big dy-
namite gun was used, anti its first shot
threw the garrison into such terror that
they fled incontinently, leaving many
of their guns and a large supply of am•
alteration for the Cubans.
Havana advices state that Quinton
Benders, the guerrilla insurgent leader,
is bushwhacking near the city, and that
he defeated a column commanded by
Gen. Lague yesterday, iutlicting severe
punishment upon the Spaniaxds. He
also captured a large convoy of arms
and ammunition and supplies of various
kinds.
BUTCHERIES AT CUANABACOA.
Reports from Guanabacoa state that
the finding of the bodies of murdered
°litmus still continues. Over fifty dead
bodies have been found in the past
week, most of them bearing marks of
the deadly machete. In some cases it
appears as if the murderers had killeti
their victims by inches, cutting off an
arm and then a leg, careful not to touch
any vita spot. The bodies were found
in open pits. Burial permits were re-
fused for them by Alaj. Fondevilla, and
midnight bands of Cubans went out
and covered the remains as well as they
could to keep them from the wild ani-
mals.
It seems that Senator Allison's chief
occupatimi at present consists in declito
nig offers of Cabinet positions. There
are others who try to make the public
believe that they are iu the same busi-
ness.
Paducah, Ky., may well feel proud of
some of her enterprise's. Meeers. D.
Wilson & Son. of Kimble, Ky., writ to
the E. E. Sutherland Medicine Com-
pany as follows: "We write this to
certify to the woudereul and grand good
neults front your Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar
Honey, which is selling faster than any
medicine we ever sold. People who
never traded at our store'have heard of
it and come from adjoining counties for
it. One case in particular is that of
Mrs. Smith Wooldridge, of this place,
who was so afflicted with her throat for
over two years that she could not speak
above a whisper. "After she used the
first bottle of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey
she could talk as well as ever, and the
case is such a wonderful cure that her
neighbors come in to eee for themselves.
and are astonished to hear her, talk."
All dealers sell it.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Mark Hanna may be the keeper of the
elephant, but he has been given to un-
derstand that he is not the guardian of
the Ways and Means Committee.
- - - - -
E. E. Sutherland Medicine Co.:
Gents-I write this letter because I
believe you have made a discovery in a
cough, cold, throat and lung remedy
that the people ough to have. I refe r
to Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. I have
thoroughly tested it and know its won
derful merits. It cures. Anyone who
ever need.s a remedy of this kind should!
evver be without a bottle of Dr. Bell's
Pine-Tar-Honey. JSRRY M. PORTER,
Glass and Queensware. Padre-eh, Ky.
- Sold by R. C. Hardwick
The assessed valuation of Boston this
year is $975,665,514, and the average
yearly inorease is found to be over $17,-
000,000. Thene dollars are, too, of the
two-hundred-cent variety.
Economy is something that _everybody
tries to practice, and yet just a little
oversight will some-times rob the most
frugal and thrifty family of a year's
savings. You want to do as J. P. Hick-
man, of Monticello, Ga., did. He
writes, "For six years I have kept Sim-
mons Liver Regulator in my house, and
used it in my family and have haul no
need for a doctor. I have five as healthy
children as you can find."
If Weyler is right when he says there
are only 600 ineurgents in Pinar del Rio,
then the Spanish are worthiest as sol-
diers, as It takes many thousands of
them to cope with those 500.
OF
package has been returned. Sonie may
they can see better after timing Suther-
land's Eagle Eye Salve than they could
Please ship as soon am convenient, as I
need the goodf. Your.,
T. J. WiLuAms. Drnggist,
Unieniewn. Ky. e
Sold by f4. 0. LIardwiok.
A BLACK FLAG WAR.
Cen. Gomez Finally Begins
the Work of Reprisal.
I I 4 ARE PUT TO DEATH
The Work Will be Kept Up as Long as Weyler
Continues to Hare Cubans Butchered.
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FERD SCHMITT Agent
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Fire and Life
Insurance Agents.
Agents for the.-
I d Mutual Benefit Life
Of Newark, New Jersey.
See their new contract.
Evere thing in the contract.
Loans au! Real Estate
Are Specialties With Us....
there on West side North Main, near
Court-Imo:ie. ilopkinsvillc, Ky.
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For Your Face!
It protwely needs renenrIrg, O. It Is •••.-mgh. roe,
I blotched on pun rind, t• ham ..far -rDe
r,ouhar hotpot of iv:ow:lye. skin Is
&Inlays houtiful. Tee sun and tvu..-el. itupunt
soaps and Goan:aloe lujure Lieu s:i.na.
Viola Cream
eleanroo, neurtshes and restove• skin, mothrg
e.,ft, wane end Anti tit If 1, 1, 1. a COSITIOtie
-does not en. el' let, nut removes blemishes. It
harmless and 'Value does bust whist we claim
for It. The only preparation that will pot4t1..!y
remove Ermines.. 1.1tu attends, Ten, Sunburn •nd
Pimples. iluradreds of Psettmordsis f is an prontt
neat ladies. Price so cents • jar at druggists. 
O. G. BETTNER CO.. TOLEDO, 01110.
Doctors Say;
Bilious and Intermittent FeverAi
which prevail in miasmatic dis-
tricti arc invariably accompan.
.
derangements of the
lach Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
The liver is the great " ...iving
wheel " in the mechanism of
man, and when it is out of order,
the whole system becomes de-
ranfred and disease is the result..
Tutt's Liver Pills
Cure all Liver Trouhles.
Via. Ohio Valley By.
In connection with the C. 0. & S. W.
and Illinois Central, to Louisville, Cia,
cinnati, Memphis, New Orleans and
points beyond.
Hopkineville 5:20 a. m. 2:53 pen
Ar. Paducah 12 :00 110011 5 :50 p.m
Ar. Memphis 6 :40 p. m. 7 :10 a.m
Ar. New Orleans 7:40 a. m. 7:30 p.m
Ar. Louisville 11:10 p. m.
Ar. Cincinnati 6:40 a. m
Close connectione made at Prineeton
with through eolid veetibule trains, car-
rying Psullman Bnffet
free reclining chair cars.
B. F. Mitchell, E. M.
. P. .
Seam
sleepers, and
Sherwood,
Agt.
Hopkininalle
It is not to be a tariff for revenue,
but a tariff to settle campaign coutribu-
tions. A tariff for robbery only!
_ 
In enumer- ating the men who has-e
made a stir in the world, the inventor
of the tin horn must not be forgotten.
_ _
One great trouble abotit Mi. Ding-
ley's theories ie that they are nearly
all contrade ted by feu ts-a great drew-
beck to any theory.
According to Secretary Herbert the
gains on the manufacture of armor
plate for the G-overnment are about 100
per cent, not 4ouniiug the profit on
blow holes.
Betvreen t•xplaining how they happen-
ed to lend money to their worthhas
sons•in•law and dragging duck-pone:hi
every morning For missing bank cash-
ieree, the bank 'Director's life in some
cities is not a very happy one.
The Alderm- en of Chicago are evident-
ly both orphans and bachelors, or else
they would not have dared to paps that
ordinance decreeing that women shall
wear no sort of hats in the theaters of
that city. Those Aldermen are brave
men.
Whi!e the single gold standard Unit-
ed States is preparieg for increased tax•
mien to down :a large deficiency, our
free silver neighbor on the South-
Mexico-which had a surplus last yenr,
is preparing to reduce taxation under
eertain loads and to abolish some taxes
altogether.
The young Prince of Naples (Crown
Prince of Italy), who recently married
Helene, the queenly daughter of the
Prince cf Moutencgro, hag been granted
a yearly allowance of $200,0)0. It comes
directly from the National Treaftury,
but ultimately nod really from his fath-
er. who remits that amount from his
Civil List.
--e-
How are those low tariff gold men
vi.ho voted for McKinley pleased with
the proepects for a tariff for robbery
only? They, however, have no right to
complain, as the whole situation was
laid before them during the campaign
and they had bee tufficient opportuni-
ty to know that the Republicans would
do just exactly what teey are now mak-
ing preparations-to do.
Ladies stockings come very high this
year,-we've been told-but nothing
like so high as ehey will by the time
Hanna gets through with thew. His
Ways and Means Committee in the
House will be oneered by the manufac-
turers to increase the tariff on stockings
to seven cents a pair, so that they can
get back the money they contributed to
the campaign fund-and many millions
beetles.
It is suggested that insure-nce cempa-
nies claeeify Chicago banking under the
head of extra-haeardmas risks.
The best thing about Gov. Altgeld•s
recent message is that it is the last one
he will ever have a chance to write.
A Washiegtou paper says that the in-
augural ball will cost $5. That means
at least $00,000 from Ohio patriots alone.
Senator Wolco t will probably confine
himself to one song while abroad, viz:
"The Silver Thrends Among the Gold."
Whenever a druggist tells yon he has
something jnat as good for coughs as
Dr. Bell's PinesTar-Honey don't you
believe it, for we guaradtee that it is
not true. We make the genuine and
authorize all druggists to guartietee it.
The E. E. Sutherland Medicine Com-
pany, Paducah, Ky.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Some gentlemen who have been wait-
ing a portfolio call for some weeks are
showing symptoms of ear-ache, as well
as heart-ache.
Rheumatistri Cured Lu • Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically crime in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the system is remarkable
and mystemus. It removes at once the
cause and the diepase immediately dis-
appears. The firet donegreatlo benefits;
center Sold by R. 0. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkineville.
._____. ea•
teen. Weyler Says his conscience is
clear. That's eertainly Dees, as the
public had never suepected Lim of hav-
ing a conscience.
E. E. Sutherland Medicine Co. :
Gents-Ship us six dozen Dr. Bell's
Pine-Tar-Honey, small; three dozen
Dr. Bell's Pinte:Tar-Honey, medium.
She's a stiller. ;Yours truly,
B. S. HUNT & CO., Druggists,
Mavfield. Ky.
Sold by R. C. 'Hardwick
The Eastern cremation eocieties are
beginning to advertiee. This is an ex-
cellent way to increase their aruing ca-
pacity, they think.
I found good results from the use of
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey in the treat-
ment of my children for whooping
cough. Yours. HET. B B. Benxi'',
Winchester, Ky.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
If Spain had kept her promisee to the
Cubans in the past, they would be more
inclined to acoept those which she is
now willing to make.
No cough remedy equals Dr. Bell's
Pine-Tar-Honey for anybody of any
age, from infancy on through life until
they are as old as good old Granny Met-
calfe. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
One of the thing this nation needs iu
the banking line it a stricter espionage
and more stringent laws governiug in-
dividual responsibility.
A GREAT REMEDY
Is Offered You lit a Small Price, and
Relief Guaranteed In Every
Case.
If you positively knew and were thor-
oughly convinced that you could buy
one remedy that wonld replace all the
old sticky, greasy liniments, paregoric,
Batemates drops, Jamaica Ginger, cam-
phor, Godfrey's cordial and such like,
we believe you would gladly pay two or
three dollars for a bottle. Well, such a
remedy has been discovered, but it only
coeds 25c a bottle. Lightning Hot Drops
is the sovereign rerhedy for all kin& of
pains, external and internal, rheuma-
tism and neuralgia, cramps, cholera
merlins, diarrhoea, summer complain,
wind on the stomach, indigestion and
all like ailments, and we tell you upon
our honor that Lightning Hot Drops
will give instant relief in all such af-
fections when used as directed. It ire
important that the directions be care-
fully observed aud a cure will quickly
follow : and so sure are we this is true
that your druggist will give your money
back if you get no relief. Now if Light-
ning Hot Drops didn't do as stated, we
could not afford to sell it on such very
liberal terms. We know that Light-
ning Hot Drop; is a great medicine for
all forme of painful affections. Light-
ning Hot Drops is all right in every re
spect and will do just as we say : butif
it should fail to give you relief go back
to your druggist and get your money.
Be sure to go by directions and relief
will follow. If you don't need it to-day
get a bottle anyway, as it is a good thing
to have in the house, in the office, in
the shop, on the work-bench, or in the
grip. It is splendid for change of wa-
ter. If one of your personal friends
were to tell you all we have said you,
110 doubt, would get a bottle at once.
Now, let us be that friend, for we tell
you in dead earnest that every word we
have said is true-abeolutely true. We
are honest and sincere in our state-
ments. Lightning Hot Drops are pre-
jeered only by us and no honest druggist
is Ill try to get you to take something
else, and don't you let him du it. Herb
Medicine Co., Springfield, 0.
AVege table Preparation for As-
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A periectiRernedy for Constipa-
tion , Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
'Worms Convulsions ,Feverish-
tiess and Loss OF SLEEP.
'Fee Simile Signature of
NEW YORK.
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CASTORIA
Castaria is pat rp one-dse bottles only, It
is n,t sold in balk. Doa't allow aerobe to sell
re sauteing else on the plea ea proanae diet a
is 'eras as good" arid "will saes • dere Fitz-
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FEA HERBONE CORSETS AND WAISTS.
arrect Shapes
iBest aterials
Reasonable Prices
elerchants cheerfully
refund the money
atter 4 steaks' trial if
Got satisfactory.
FEATRECCONFT C.Z.R.SET GO.,
F. le !lira.,
kalannace, • Iltldt.
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Malta
SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
Latest St) les
Artistic Effects
Most Comfortable
28 St y les.
Medium,
Long and
Short Lengths.
SAM t RANKEL. Sale Agent.
y Goods and Notions, Hopkinsville, Ky
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DAV 1 Bulls Soda! ••
•
• Bad soda spoils good flour. •• •
• Pure soda-the best soda, comes •• piD HA4 c
• •
• only in packages. •
•
• 
bearing this track mark tr.
i
•
c 
11 costs no more than inferior package soda 
' •
• , •
: Beware of imitation trade marks and labels, ) :I
.• -never spoils the flour-always keeps soft. 
•
e
•
• and insist on packages 
Y :
•
a bearing these words-
ARM AND HAMMER SODA •
• I
• Macle only by CHURCH es Lee , New 1 ,ri, S,1,.1 by grocers everywhere. •
• •
• Write for Arm and Hammer Book of halo/able Recipes FREE. I
• a
• °Oa, 00000 000111000018 4 000 001Ia o • Cr 0 •• a• a • • • ••  • • • •••••••
C. H LAYNE
Livery, Feed AND
Stable.
Corner i*ginia and Seventh Streets,
llopkinsvi Ile, lit n tick y.
Rigs furnished day or night
-4
NAT G AItif ER. .T A NI ES WEST .
AITHER WEST,
filE0 Cra:11
Hopkinsville. EY.
Lberal advances made on Tubacco. Four months storage Tree.
R. M. Wo9ibuttuoE. : - : . CHAPPELL.
WOOLDRIDGE & CHAPPELL,
tg,mac: Lommission MachinrF 
,
Farmerl's Warehouse, Railroad St.Bt. 9th ck oth
Personal Attention to the Inspection and Sale
of Each Hogshead.
J. M. BUCKN R, Ss.,
Presiden
M. L BUCKNER, S. F. MURRELL
Viee-Presid't. Sec.& Treas.
BUCKNER
incorporate,
Tobac o Warehouse Company.
314-3 9 Chapel St., bet. Main and Market,
LIC101.1 117111C9 ir:Kalr•
Special attenti n given to private Fates. Four months storage free. IndePellette
eta warehouse. ark your hogsheads "Buckner Warehouse"
for REPRESENTED BY BEN C. BOYD, CHRISTIAN, CormerY.111101
W. G. WHEELER.: W Ff Faxon
Wileeler, Mills & Co.
Tobacco Warehousemen, Cc inniission Me%hallts
AN D
430.3raixt 31:1€5Ezlearis
FII.E-PRO6F W.4RE HOUSE. !Core Russellville or,ct
Railroad Streets.
110#KINOVILLF, - - • KEN1UCKY.
• 
Liberal Advances on Consignments.
Alli Tobacco seat us Covered by insurame.
„•
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